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IV

I’ve never been more proud of my friends. 

The next 90-some odd pages stand as a testament to the ability of writing to provide a home. 

A place to be vulnerable, to gather strength, to laugh, explore, distort what it means to be human. 

Coming into this project, I had never worked on a magazine before–let alone started one. 

The patience and energy Emma, Hanna, and Luther (who have all worked on magazines 

previously) dedicated to this issue, allowed me to do the thing I’ve always wanted to do–to help 

someone. For that, I am eternally indebted to the wisdom they’ve imparted to me. 

Habitat’s goal is synonymous with my own because there is no greater strength than 

that which we find in those around us. The idea of community has the tendency to become 

the banality of proximity. But what I/we/Habitat seeks to do isn’t what tends to happen–the 

“clumping,” the “othering,” the “exhibiting.” We aren’t here to create voices. We’re here to 

amplify the ones who deserve to be heard and haven’t had a chance yet. We’re here to listen. 

A habitat, in it’s truest sense, is a platform for life to grow upon. For many of the contributors 

in this issue, this is their first publication. For others, we are another home they’ve found in their 

search to build a life out of writing. There is no magazine without them. 

This issue is filled with family, those we’ve lost, those we’ve gained, nights spent in Ubers, 

lust, grief, fear, the emotional gamut. There’s a name beside the title, a story behind the words 

themselves. These moments remind us that writing is not only vexing, it can be both vindication 

and validation. It requires us to rethink, reevaluate, and reimagine the world around us. Just as 

our world is in a state of flux, so must we be. Meaning mirrors the fluidity of our existence.

The editors, readers, designers, and artists who brought this issue to fruition are my friends/

contemporaries/inspiration. Their work has taught me about more than what it means to be a 

writer. It’s helped me discover what happens when you slow down, look around, and listen to the 

voices between the white space. 

 

Welcome Home, 

Josh Corson 

Managing Editor 
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J.C. Bostrom

Moira Sucks on Pennies

J.C.
Bostrom

She snatched pennies from puddles and pennies from playgrounds and pennies from 

people’s pocketbooks. New pennies were popped into her mouth and she sucked down gritty 

gulps of grime. Old pennies were slipped down socks and stamped In God We Trust on the soles 

of her feet.

When Moira Belle turns sixteen she changes her name to Mirabella, sticks her left thumb 

out at the corner of Church and Maple, and keeps walking until she gets into the backseat of a 

blue sedan. A black SUV pulled over to the side of the rode before the blue sedan; the driver 

threw open the passenger door and asked her where she was going. His hair hung down in his 

eyes in a greasy, gross sort of way, so Mirabella kept walking. The blue sedan has two men, but 

their hair is brushed back with clean, crunchy gel.

The men in the blue sedan take her to a diner with sticky counters and sticky seats and 

burnt coffee that wafts through the air. She purchases a grilled cheese for $4.97 and pops the 

pennies in her mouth on the way back to the car. 

She naps with open eyes and a blank mind and when she wakes they usher her into a hotel 

where they purchase a room for one night and she wonders if they can taste the copper on her 

tongue. She wonders if different men have different tastes, but they taste just like tongue and 

Mirabella wonders if she’s the only one who tastes like e pluribus unum.

In the morning she sucks on pennies while she contemplates the dollar bills they leave 

on the dresser.

Moira would pick up pennies on the walk home from Mrs. Freedman’s third-grade class. She 

scanned the floors of grocery stores and stuck out her hand for change. She handed everything 

but the pennies back to her mother, who called it a nasty habit for a dirty little daughter.

After the first time, Mirabella tries to hold out for blue sedans even though they don’t always 

mean hotel beds and meals at rundown diners. Green cars are okay. Silver cars are too. Red cars 

are graced with grabby hands and drive her to dark corners where their grunts, like whispers, tell 

her to keep secrets.

She eats dinners in diners where she is served by grinning girls. Grinning girls smile more 

than she does but Mirabella makes more money than that type of girl. And maybe more money 

means Mirabella is better than the grinning girl who pours her coffee and smiles for the pennies 

Mirabella sucks on.

She sips her coffee and keeps tiny tallies in her notebook. Tallies of men, tallies of mouths, 
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tallies of money that she knows Mother would sneer at. Every month she mails Mother a 

postcard from the dearly departed disgusting daughter with tallies of the men and their mouths 

and their money and signs it, But Harvey was the first.

Harvey married Mother when Moira was seven, and when she was eight Harvey snuck into 

her room at night. His hair hung in his eyes as he hovered over her, and the next morning he held 

his finger to his lips and told her they had a secret. Just Moira and Harvey. 

Just Moira and Harvey had a secret for a year before Moira discovered pennies. 

Moira kept pennies in corners. Corners of dressers. Corners of dollhouses. Creases of books 

and the toes of her shoes. Moira knew Harvey hated pennies when he didn’t kiss her mouth one 

night. Moira knew he hated the way they made her mouth taste and Moira thought if she sucked 

on pennies long enough she wouldn’t taste good in more places than just her mouth. 

So Moira leaves home at sixteen and changes her name to Mirabella.

Just Moira and Harvey had a secret for a year.

For a year Moira held onto a chapstick cap she sometimes pressed her thumb into, leaving 

ringlets around her fingertips.

For a year she had an eraser she whittled down, rubbing at the insides of her elbows where 

Harvey held on. For a year she looped hair ties around her fingers in cat’s cradle webs that cut off 

her circulation.

Just Moira and Harvey had a secret for a year before Moira picked up a penny, pinched it 

between prepubescent fingers, and popped it into her mouth. Her fingers smelled like the copper 

constantly rolling between them, fingers like coin slots on a gumball machine. Moira Belle 

sucked on pennies because dimes were too clean, even on the street they shined like sunlight. 

Nickels had thick, smooth edges that got stuck in the gap between her two front teeth and 

quarters were too big to flip around her gums like she could with pennies. Pennies were perfect. 

She pressed pennies face down, suffocating Lincoln in the palm of her hand. Again and again 

until she had an arm full of Lincoln and a mouth full of one cent Liberty.

When Mirabella turns seventeen she is pumping her hand up and down a John when he 

asks her if she knows what her name means and she tells him her mouth was $40, everything 

else was extra. He asks her if she wants to know what her name means and she asks him why he 

thinks Mirabella is her real name, then lowers her head.

John asks her if she wants to come home with him.

She tells John to call her Moira and he tells her to call him David but she calls him just John 

and she stays for five weeks. She smokes just John’s cigarettes and wears just John’s shirts. She 

wanders around just John’s apartment, awoken from dreams of dripping pennies down Harvey’s 

throat, his coughs caught on copper coins.

Eighteen and she calls herself Marie and wears just John’s shirt the night a guy holds her 

head down and refuses to pay.
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At nineteen Marie stands at the corner of Church and Maple. She sucks on Liberty and In 

God We Trust. She walks three blocks with nursery rhymes ringing in her ears. She steps on 

every crack.

Through the window, Marie’s mother scrubs dishes in the house Moira left. Marie’s mother 

scrubs dishes and sways, like songs sing in her ears, until shivers shake her as a man Marie doesn’t 

recognize hugs her from behind.

Marie leaves a postcard in the mailbox. No men, no mouths, no money. Just Moira.

She pours pennies into plane tickets and she calls just John. He calls her Moira and she calls 

him David, the name rolling around a mouth that tastes like tongue.
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I am sipping on my midnight coffee

as the sunlight breaks

through the white lace curtain

shocking my night.

You are talking to the spider

grinning on the windowsill

I am thinking

the morning must have brought him here

I am wiping whiskey stained crimson

from my lips

wondering how we could have gotten home.

Ghosts of the nights past

pirouetting through my china skull

now I am putting on the laced window slip

reaching between my ballet thighs

bringing out wet sunlight for you. 

Wet Sunlight

Kara
Machowski

Poetry
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I am watching the two of you

she whispers in your ear

your head falls back

you smile bone teeth

I am wishing

I could be your her

long and slender

slipping inside of you

like a silver fox

Silver Fox

Kara maChowsKi
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the last time i ever see you:

I am eighteen, sitting on top of a picnic table, trying to avoid a splinter piercing through 

my thin, monochrome dress. The sky is navy blue, and all I can see is a row of empty beer cans 

beside me, their lipstick-stained aluminum bodies glowing under the streetlamp overhead. The 

sound of voices is beginning to fade away into the staticky sound of the alternative radio station 

playing nearby. You appear somewhere in between Nirvana and Spoon. 

You sit down on the picnic table a few inches away from me, but the last three years of 

silence between us make you seem much further. Do you remember that this picnic table is 

exactly where we met, the summer before high school? I want to ask you if you do. I want to ask 

about your automotive program, about your graduation plans, about your dad. None of these 

seem appropriate, so I keep quiet, in case I accidentally pluck a distorted chord. I wonder if you’ll 

ask me about the orange rose tattoo on my shoulder blade, if I’m still planning to move to New 

York City to pursue photography, if I’m finally happy. I wonder if you’ll bring up the year we said 

those immature i love yous. 

“How’s your mom?” you ask me finally, swatting the mosquito-polluted air. 

I tell you she’s fine, and you smile politely. My breathing feels uneven, my skin feels damp 

while my bones feel dry. Does this mean I can ask you about your parents? Does this mean you’ll 

tell me if you finally escaped the blood-stained, broken-beer-bottle wreckage of that house?

“You know,” you say, “the first time I ever had real strawberries was when your mom bought 

all those organic ones from Shaw’s.” I can see your grey-blue irises, their color rinsed like faded 

jeans, reflecting off the beer cans and I remember them being the first pair of eyes I’d ever 

written about, scrawling sappy poems about them in diaries and a melodramatic Xanga blog. 

“Those might’ve been the one healthy thing we ate in ninth grade,” I say, faintly tasting  

that year of pizza and french fry grease, drowned in Arizona tea. “It’s not like we could afford 

anything else back then.” 

You laugh and I can feel my skin prickling as the air drops down a degree. This party will be 

over soon, and all we’ve have talked about to compensate for the last few years are strawberries. 

When we both climb off the picnic table, you pull me into a stiff hug, one that only lasts for a few 

seconds. I fill up the time with what I imagine you might go on to do from here: you will join the 

Coast Guard, you will marry your new girlfriend, you will have a dozen children and treat them 

like porcelain. They will never see your cracks, never know why your nose is still crooked. 

I pull out of the hug and you smile with a sense that tells me that you’re okay, you’ve made 

it, and you didn’t need my help to do it. I return the same kind of smile. I still have that necklace 

you gave me somewhere, in the bottom of a wooden box, with our initials and the word forever 

Rewind

nonFiCtion

Melaina K.
de la Cruz
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engraved into its rusting center. I always knew you and I would figure out how to last, just not 

together. 

three years earlier:

“I’m sorry.”

 You stand still like you’re made of copper, and your golden-brown skin is beginning to peel 

at your shoulders from too much sun exposure. I take a shaky breath and place my hands on 

them, wishing you would say something, anything. The only sounds are sharp inhales without 

exhalation and cars flattening the squishy summer pavement in the distance. My explanations 

for this ending feel empty; I have no other words besides, i can’t. we can’t.

The heat makes the day wavy, so I focus on your face, ignoring the fact that we’re in the 

middle of a side street. Your eyes are obscured by your overgrown brown hair, with bangs that 

reach the bridge of your crooked nose. A thick tear slides out from under them and splatters on 

my arm. Years later, I will remember the sting of salt against my sunburnt skin. I can’t undo this, 

can’t take any of this back. This is abandonment. This is giving up. We’ll each walk home alone. 

My stomach begins to churn. Once you turn around, I won’t be able to hold this in. 

I feel the grape slush I’d consumed a half hour earlier charge up my throat. It leaves a 

cold sting all the way through my chest, then smacks the concrete, covering it with a sticky, 

regurgitated bruise. 

july

Ten vials. 

That’s all they need from me. It doesn’t look like much, evened out into these little thimble-

sized doses of rose-colored beakers. I wonder what it would look like if they spilled them out all 

together, drizzling my blood across the faded green carpet, permeating the air with rust and iron. 

All I can smell is rubbing alcohol; they aren’t allowed to use air fresheners in this clinic, since so 

many of the patients come here with deadly allergies to anything, everything. I remember the 

sign on the main glass door: No perfume. No scented lotions or hair products. Please. The way 

they have put the ‘please’ as its own sentence makes it seem so severe, as in: this is somebody’s life 

you’re compromising by using that Dove soap, or wearing coconut perfume, so please refrain from 

killing our other patients with your scent. 

I watch a rivulet of blood flow into the collection tube, feeling my arm throb with each 

pulse. They’ve made me lie down because my face always goes green once the needle punctures. 

Ten vials. Is that how much your dad took from you?

 My mother and I drove two hours to get to this clinic on another side of Massachusetts. 

This is it; we’re growing desperate. She’s convinced my perpetual sadness is something medical. 

The nurse practitioner wants to help. “Don’t worry, honey,” she told me when I first sat down in 

the office. “We’re going to figure out what’s made you like this. It very well could be allergies, a 

sickness, an imbalance—we’ll find it out. We’ll make you better.” They always promise to make 

you better.

 My arm trembles again. “Almost done,” the phlebotomist says. I turn my face away from 

melaina K. de la Cruz
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her and look at my mother. She offers a sympathetic smile. I feel my eyes well up, and the 

phlebotomist asks me if I’m in pain. That’s not why I’m crying. My mom knows this, and grabs 

my other hand. 

 “It will be over soon,” the phlebotomist reminds me. It has to be. She’s right. My 

mother’s right, my friends are right. I don’t want to become this. That place you come from is 

toxic and being exposed to the war inside my head is only weakening you. We are poison to each 

other. 

june

Sometimes, I like your mother because she lets me have beer or hard lemonade when there’s 

a campfire in your backyard. I sandwich myself between you and your friends, gripping the glass 

bottle tightly in case she changes her mind, but she never does. She just disappears back into 

the house without a word, like she’s already forgotten about the circle of underage drinkers on 

her property. When I bend forward, I feel the outline of a pill pouch dig into my thigh. I reach 

into my pocket and punch one of them out discreetly, applying it to my tongue as if it were a 

rhinestone, and I was a child completing a craft project. Drinking alcohol, let alone mixing it 

with antidepressants, is something I never would have considered doing less than a year ago, but I 

am so far from that kind of D.A.R.E.-implemented common sense. If I were to go back, I’d never 

be able to fit into my old skin. 

Your friend, Jared, is mumbling something about trouble at home. He’s been fighting a lot 

with his father lately, he says, and sometimes his dad hits him. 

“So?” you snort. I focus on the fire, and the way it contorts and spits little tangerine sparks 

into the air. When I was little, my dad told me that you can keep yourself sane by watching a fire 

move, so I concentrate. 

Jared’s eyebrows raise. “No, I mean, he really hits me. Hard.” 

The fire leaps in response, but you’re unimpressed. You repeat, “So?”

“It kinda hurts.” Jared shrugs. His father is inside your house, planted on the couch beside 

your father in the TV room, knocking back the same kind of beer we’re drinking out here, while 

you and Jared sit around the fire with lukewarm cans, hoping not to take their places on the 

couch in another thirty years. I glance up from the fire and find his eyes cutting into me. This 

makes me shiver. I jiggle my leg nervously, waiting for his gaze to drop. 

“Whatever,” you say. Your hand thoughtlessly touches the slanted bone in your nose. “That’s 

how it is sometimes, dude. It’s normal.” 

 I inhale sharply. Child abuse isn’t normal. You reach for a can of Rolling Rock, brushing 

the conversation away. Being allowed to get drunk at fifteen isn’t normal. Jared leans back in 

his folding chair, still watching me. I keep quiet. This isn’t my family. This didn’t used to be 

my world, but now you are mine to protect, and I think of middle school, I think of being little 

children with stretched smiles, I think of how easy it is to somehow get lost in the suburbia you 

grow up in.
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april

I am conjugating verbs in Latin class when you send me a frantic text message, explaining 

that they’re sending your sister away. She told. She stumbled into your high school’s guidance 

office, admitting everything from that single night in one run-on sentence, pouring out some 

concentration of her vodka-soaked memory all over the counselor’s desk. She told them she wants 

to die, that she’s been eroding herself slowly, with lethal doses of medicine and broken fingernails 

clawing away at her skin. Despite your father being the antagonist in her story, the decision has 

been made for her to pack a suitcase and be sent to a group home, forty-five minutes south of 

home. They’ve promised to treat her for what’s making her like this, you tell me.  They’ve promised 

to make her better.

“But she’s not the one who should get sent away,” I insist, slamming my fingers against my 

phone keys under the table. My teacher continues writing infinitives on the board obliviously: 

Habitare; to live. Evadere; to escape. Perdere; to lose or destroy. 

She betrayed my family, you respond. Nobody was ever supposed to know.

“Whose side are you on? What happened to us three being our own family?” I demand, 

before dropping my phone back into my bag. I don’t want this. I want everything to go back, 

to rewind, to be how it was in the very beginning, to the rain soaked night of the homecoming 

game, to those early autumn days when the air smelled like burnt leaves and we spent countless 

afternoons in the skate park and I didn’t know a single family secret. 

 I tear a piece of notebook paper out of my binder and begin scribbling a letter to your sister. 

My handwriting is shaky, crossed-out, misspelled, rewritten. Finally, I end up with one line:

i miss you come back soon are you okay because i don’t know if i am 

 

march

“Now, what are you going to tell your mum when you go inside?” your mother asks me on 

the drive back to my house. 

I hesitate. I’ve never been a liar, but right now, I either have to lie to my mother or yours. My 

mom and I have only ever had one rule: honesty. There’s nothing in my stomach this morning, 

but I still feel like I’m close to erupting all its contents. Your mother pulls her car into my 

driveway.

“He got in a fight at school yesterday,” I recite. “That’s how he got the black eyes and broken 

nose. And he was really upset. He wanted me to spend the night because he was so upset.” 

“Alright,” she says. “Stick to your guns.” 

I nod, click my seatbelt, and slide out of her car. She doesn’t know my mother at all. My mom 

will see through the transparency of this flimsy story as soon as I tell it. My mission is to enter my 

house, retrieve my pink and black lace dress for the semiformal, and then evacuate immediately. 

Once I’m inside, I grab the hanger, and avoid my mom’s eyes. She stands behind me. “What 

happened?” 

I shake my head. “Nothing.”

She blinks. The word is so meaningless, it barely even registers in her face. 

“Also,” I add. “Please don’t take any pictures of us tonight before the dance.”
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“Are you kidding? It’s your first semiformal. Why not?”

“Just don’t. Please.” I want to unravel into sobs and disappear into her arms like I did when I 

was little. Like I did only a few months ago. I want to tell her that there’s a monster in your house, 

beer-breathed and angry, blood dried on its fists. I want to tell her it feels like there is a monster 

crouched somewhere deep inside of me, too, scratching and scraping, pushing my breath out in 

uneven pulses. I want to tell her, but I know she’ll hurt. I know she’ll want to take me away from 

you. No matter what, there is always hurt. I turn around and walk back out the door. 

march

We are halfway through a Spike Lee movie, halfway to falling asleep, when the evening 

detonates. It begins with a slam, then a shriek from your sister. You pull yourself from the 

mattress and I grab the clock on your nightstand. It’s close to eleven; she’s gotten home from that 

party more than an hour late. 

The monster is slurring angrily downstairs, and I hear muffled sobs. Another slam. “Stay 

here,” you tell me. “I’m gonna go downstairs and make sure everything’s okay. I’ll be right back.” 

I sit cross-legged on the mattress, gripping a pillow.

Your footsteps thud down the stairs, followed by some yelling. I feel my chest tighten. I 

strain my ears to hear what you’re saying, but all the exchanges are drowned out by your sister. 

There is a repeated banging against the wall, rattling all the way upstairs to your bedroom where 

I’m waiting. Something like a croaking noise echoes through the stairwell, and then I can’t hear 

your voice anymore. 

“Stop! Please….” I hear your younger brother wail. Your sister’s shrieks have diminished into 

a softer whimpering. There is still no sound from you. I hold my breath through the silence; it 

makes no sense to me. In every action movie I’ve seen, there is noise. There are cracks, whips of 

air, moans and grunts. Never this kind of muteness. Fear shackles me, while every inch of my 

body fights against it, wanting to tumble down the hallway and see for myself that you’re still 

there, still fighting back, still breathing.

Sometime later, you reappear in your doorway, blood seeping from your off-center nose, 

the skin around your eyes and cheeks dented and darkened. Your neck is red and swollen, with 

faint smudges that map out where the monster’s hands held on. I open my mouth but not a 

single sound comes out. You grab me, swallow me into a hug, let the sobs drain out of you. Your 

sister wanders in sometime after, pressing her face against my back, so I am damp on both sides. 

“Please, don’t go home tonight,” you say. “I asked my mom, and she said that you can stay. She’ll 

drive you home in the morning so you can get ready for the dance.” 

Your sister wipes a glob of mascara off of her face. “We’re our own little family, us three, 

remember? We need to stay together. We have to.” 

october

It tastes like how I imagine dead grass might, mixed with the odor of a skunk. You press the 

glass pipe against my lips, flicking a lighter an inch away from my nose. I take a deep breath, like 

your friends have directed me, sucking in until I feel my throat begin to burn. I yank my head 
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back, dissolving into a fit of coughs, certain that the back of my mouth must be singed. You and 

your friends melt into laughter, passing me around for congratulatory hugs. Not bad for your first 

hit. This playground looks completely different to me now than it did last summer, but it must 

just be the slight effects of weed kicking in. 

We trickle into your kitchen, holding our telltale breath, focusing our Visine-doused eyes 

on each other. I bite my lip to keep from laughing, while you pour cereal into two discolored 

Tupperware containers. 

“Do you know where your sister is?” your father booms behind us. We spin around, blinking 

away the redness in our eyes, and tell him no in unison. “You’re twins,” he tells you through 

gritted teeth. “Shouldn’t that mean something? You oughta have, like, ESP or some shit.”

“Well—we don’t,” you tell him. “I have no idea where she is. She’s probably out with her 

friends. Call her or something.”

“She won’t pick up her goddamn phone,” your dad snaps. “So your ma and I have no clue 

either. If we have to call the cops on her again, we’re gonna have DSS on our asses in no time. 

Is that what you kids want? They’re gonna take you and your sister away, throw you in a couple 

of foster homes on the other end of Boston. You think this little relationship you got with your 

girlfriend is gonna keep happening after that? You kids don’t know nothing.” 

I feel the high evaporate, like a helium balloon deflating. You scowl, but don’t respond to 

him. Instead, you grab my hand and lead me back out of the house, abandoning our containers of 

soggy, off-brand cereal on the counter. “It’s gonna be fine,” you tell me on the front lawn. “He’s 

full of shit. They’ll find my sister and nobody’s ever gonna separate you and me.”

I believe you. We are fourteen, in love, invincible. 

september

I’m not wearing a bra, can you tell? I wouldn’t have done something so daring, so unlike 

myself, if I had anticipated that it was going to pour like this. I was trying to appear older and 

more experienced, and less like the naive child I’ve been for so long. You take my drenched hand 

in your wet palm, so a little pond forms in between our locked fingers. Even though my lips 

are some dead shade of lavender, I feel warm. This is a heat that has never touched me before, 

and even though I know you’ve had girlfriends in the past, I am trying to pretend that this is all 

brand new to you, too, and you share my lack of knowing what to do next. Darkness stretches 

out all around us, as if this little town has no boundaries separating it from any place else, no 

division between cement and sky. The rain spatters the street so hard that it sprays back up, and 

it becomes harder to tell which direction the precipitation is falling from. I grip your hand and let 

you pull me in farther, forgetting the homecoming game we’ve just come from, or the house that 

we’re walking toward. I don’t care where the sky is anymore, just where we are. 

the first time i ever see you: 

I am thirteen, sitting in the passenger’s seat of my grandmother’s sand-colored car, lip-

syncing to a pop song on the radio, as she drives me home from middle school. She isn’t going 

quickly, but a sudden halt still flings my torso against the dashboard. She rolls her eyes. “These 
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stupid teenage boys, they don’t ever look where they’re going.”

 I glance in front of us, and there you are, clumsily skating across the street before us on a 

longboard. Our eyes meet for half a second, blank and startled. You jump back onto the curb as 

my grandmother presses the gas, and we’ve disappeared down Commercial Street. I turn the 

radio up, and she warns me never to hang around with boys like you. Trouble. 

We drive past the skatepark, where throngs of people I will soon meet are gathered, sucking 

on cigarettes and packing bowls. Somewhere in the midst of them, there is probably a girl taking 

her first hit, washing down the unfamiliar taste with an Arizona tea, and smiling at her new 

boyfriend to see if he is impressed. She will follow him down that road, disappear from the body 

she knows, and leave room for me to find my own place on that concrete. 
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See David in the dark gray-scale room; see David as he lies on a sheet-less twin bed just 

below an oatmeal-gray quilt.

David is not asleep, but not quite awake; his eyes are not quite open, yet not completely shut. 

His pupils hold nothing behind them; they just peek out, revealing a smoky, emotionless glare. 

See David exist in his limbo.

David’s eyes widen, his eyelids begin to lift and his eyeballs roll back into their sockets. 

Pure, round, blank, glossy milk slates face the grayness of the world—correction, not “the world,” 

David’s world. His eyelids lift even more and expose the usually hidden parts of his eyes. The 

eyelids reach the point where they can open no more, and so they close just a little bit. David’s 

eyes roll forward, bringing forth his pupils and steel irises to meet his world.

David inhales deeply and holds the breath within his lungs. For David, the notion, or rather 

the premise he associates with the act of exhaling, causes him to feel a sudden sense of loss, a 

quick stab of sadness.

“I want to have a good day today.”

David is not quite sure if he thought or spoke this phrase. On some level he is not even sure 

if the words were his.  Regardless of who’s thought it was, somewhere in the ethereal plain of his 

consciousness this notion rang out, as it did most almost every morning.    

“I want to have a good day today.”

On the ceiling, around where David’s gaze lies, two mallards play water polo in the middle 

of Death Valley. David looks upon the sight unamused, almost uncaring.

Things like this—the mallards I mean—happen often with David, so they really do not 

affect him as they might have once. Even when the “sights” first appeared, David was never really 

taken aback by them. Occasionally, absurdities slip from his subconscious into the real world, 

manifesting as sensory stimuli, but almost exclusively as visual and auditory sensations. This 

transition from intangible to tangible occurs seamlessly and with clockwork-like regularity. So, 

for David, what he saw and what was really there became two different things that masqueraded 

as the same; on some level David knows this, and yet he somehow manages to be blissfully 

unaware.

David takes in another deep breath and holds it....

“I want to have a good day today.... going to have a good day today.”

David continues to hold his breath.

Even though David doesn’t want to exhale, he can’t hold out much longer; his head is 

beginning to tingle. The mallards on the ceiling stop playing water polo and fade away, flying up 

through the desert floor/ceiling.

niCholas nalePKa
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David exhales, as slowly as he possibly can.

The breath leaves him; the mallards are gone; the Death Valley ceiling blows away, leaving 

behind a concrete smoothness that looks more akin to a ceiling than a desert landscape.

“Wanna have a good day today?”

Instead of allowing his lungs to swell with air, David holds them in their contracted state, so 

as not to allow any entrance. Relishing a few moments of emptiness is almost better, in David’s 

mind, than being filled only to be abandoned moments later. David cannot keep the air out any 

longer than he held it in, but he tries anyway. And as a result, David’s brain feels as if it is turning 

to cobalt, heavy and unbearably dense.

David stops holding his lungs and allows them to swell. David exhales and his breath lingers 

in the air for a moment; in it two dragons chase after each other. One is blue and the other is 

purple and black, their bodies elongated like snakes. The dragons swirl along, their bodies 

following the current of breath. David fears they might tie each other into knots if they aren’t 

careful.

“I want to have a good day today; I’m going to try to have a good day today.”

In another mental limbo, on a different level of consciousness, David continues to lie on 

his sheet-less bed beneath the oatmeal-gray quilt. His breathing concerns him less and less, to 

the point where it naturally begins to regulate itself in a normal pattern. This pattern somehow 

connects with the existential properties of the black liquid that lies just beneath the carpet and 

floorboards. With each inhalation the oily liquid rises and with each exhale it stops. The floor is 

bare.

David inhales, and all at once the black liquid seeps up through the floorboards and the 

carpet. David exhales, the liquid stops rising just as it reaches a fraction of a centimeter beyond 

the tallest-standing carpet fiber. David inhales, and the liquid rises to the notch above the feet 

of his bed, dresser, and desk. David exhales and it stops. David inhales and exhales as the liquid 

rises and stops, rises and stops. Clear as day—inhale/rise, exhale/stop.

After three minutes the black liquid covers the footlocker at the edge of his bed. After five 

minutes it is at the third drawer of his dresser. At seven minutes it covers the box spring. At nine 

minutes it touches David’s skin. He does not notice it. He does not feel it. At eleven minutes his 

mattress is completely submerged and some of the liquid encircles the back of his head. Inhale, 

exhale, inhale, exhale, rise, stop, rise, stop. The black liquid covers David’s chest and tickles the 

spot just above his Adam’s apple where the neck meets the lower jaw. David still does not feel 

anything. Inhale, exhale, rise, stop. The black liquid envelopes his shoulders. Inhale, exhale, rise, 

stop. The liquid rises and fills David’s ears. Yet this does not muffle the sound of silence. A few 

more breaths and the liquid is at David’s chin; only his chalky complexion remains to contrast 

the darkness of the liquid. A few breaths and liquid creeps into the corners of his mouth; a few 

breaths and his cheeks bones shrink. The ditches where his eyes sit fill as well. His face is nearly 

immersed in liquid.

When the first drop of liquid touches his lower eyelid David instinctively closes his eyes, 

even though he still feels nothing. David’s eyes close, and it is as if nothing has changed; the 

sensory input David is processing does not come from what his eyes absorb, so closing them does 
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not change what he sees—if he sees anything at all. Nothing but the shrinking island of his nose 

remains above the black liquid, and yet David continues to breathe, so the liquid rises. The room 

continues to fill, up to the ceiling; then the liquid passes through the concrete, through more 

floorboards and carpet, and up into the room above where David still lies unaffected.

David opens his eyes and blinks as if trying to rid himself of dust particles that manage to 

float into his eyes. The liquid is gone, everything is dry and it is as if the room never filled in the 

first place.

“Send me an angel; send me a good day today.”

David twists his head to one side and cracks his neck. The motion propels David onto his 

side. The room turns with him—that is, with the exception of the bed; the bed always stays 

put. The the furniture clings to the beige carpeting of the floor/wall opposite David’s back.. 

David is not as comfortable as he thought he would be resting on his side, so he transitions back 

to his original position. With this shift, the walls, floor, and ceiling moved back to their proper 

places. David lies there for a few moments before deciding he still is not comfortable. So, he 

begins to move about the bed, twisting, turning and rolling around in a vain effort to try and get 

comfortable. With each movement, every whole-, half-, or quarter-turn, with every roll forward 

and roll back, the room shifts in accordance with him—that is, of course, with the exception of 

the bed, the bed that is always stationary.

“Gonna have a good day today? Going to try to have a good day today.”

David does not care what time it is, and so he continues to lie in the grayness, blinking as 

his pupils re-adjust. With each blink, years pass; his skin becomes wrinkled and leathery like 

an elephant’s ass; skin sags and sags then tightens as it dries up, pulling David’s facial muscles 

back, causing him to appear as if he is smiling. Risus Sardonicus, the sardonic smile. As the smile 

widens and his dry lips curl back, slightly-yellowed teeth protrude until his pale, bloodless gums 

show. His skin dehydrates to the point where his face crumbles into little bits of dust. A stiff 

breeze could collapse David’s entire existence.

The dust particles—or David particles—float away, and in the empty space the blinking 

finally stops, takes a full rest, and then starts again, but in a different rhythmic pattern. Now, 

with each blink the dust/skin particles travel in reverse, from freedom back to David’s bed where 

they accumulate to remake David’s form. They settle in a pile, the particles reform his toothy, 

sardonic smile. The curled back lips that expose yellowed teeth and bloodless gums uncurl and 

hide his teeth once again; his facial muscles loosen his smile, and reconstruct the vague flatness 

of his regular demeanor.  David’s skin dehydrates in reverse—as opposed to rehydrating, there is 

a difference—as it pulls moisture from the air and plumps up, causing it to sag heavily once more. 

The process continues and his skin starts to sag less and less. His skin tightens, and he is back at 

his current age, well maybe a little younger—reverse dehydration isn’t as exact as rehydration, so 

it’s possible some extra moisture could have been sucked in.

“I wanna have a good day today.”

David rolls over off the edge of the bed, with flat, uncaring stillness; he doesn’t even move 

his arms to catch himself before he hits the floor. When David rolls off the bed he does not hit the 

floor, but instead falls through it into a rectangular hold five-feet deep. David’s lack of pain from 
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such a fall could almost suggest that he has not fallen at all, but rather turned over and found 

himself in the hole. David lies there, at the bottom of the hole, pressing his face into the moist 

dirt. David feels no pain in the transition—matter of fact, he feels next to nothing, except for the 

coolness of the dirt. This coolness hugs David’s face and comforts him.  David likes the dirt. The 

dirt is David’s friend.

David breathes, and small mounds of dirt begin accumulating in each of his lungs. David 

rolls over onto his back, and once his back hits the ground David finds that he is back on the bed 

with clean lungs.

“Gonna have a good day today.”

David sits on the edge of the bed with his feet just barely hovering above the ground. 

Once David’s feet hit the floor and he stands up, putting his whole weight on the ground; he is 

surprised that he doesn’t fall through it into a tar pit like he did last week. When that happened, 

he had to keep trying and trying to walk across the floor without falling through it. When the 

floor began to hold his weight once more it took David eight minutes and fifty-seven seconds to 

make it across the room. And that was progress David could be proud of. Anyway, that was last 

week and this is now.

David stands in front of the brown-gray bedroom door and looks at his reflection. No 

mirror hangs on the door, nor is the door coated in a reflective gloss; nevertheless David sees his 

reflection. Funny thing about mirrors and David, he can look in a mirror for hours and have no 

idea what he looks like.

As David looks at the reflection a little fuzzy black devil comes and sits just above David’s 

earlobe and begins to whisper devilish nothings into his ear. David refers to these devilish 

nothings as “Skuttbittleboms,”pronounced skut-bitl-bäms. When the little devil, Aleister, 

whispers Skuttbittleboms, David loses his reflection, the one he doesn’t really have.

David stands in front of the mirror and sometimes, before Aleister crawls up upon his 

earlobe, he can actually see his reflection. But, when the little devil appears and begins 

whispering Skuttbittleboms, David’s reflection begins to disappear. He doesn’t fade away; no, 

whole parts of him at a time just vanish. His arms are there one second and then they just aren’t; 

the same goes for his nose, eyebrows, lips, teeth, hair, chin, forehead, neck, chest, abdomen, etc. 

The order in which David leaves himself is never exactly repeated the same way; this is the most 

unique thing about David. The only similarity between his disappearances by Skuttbittleboms is 

the fact that David’s eyes are always the last thing to go.

Usually David’s disappearance goes one of three ways:

1. David looks in the mirror and sees himself; Aleister appears and whispers 

Skuttbittleboms into David’s ear, and David’s disappearance follows as such. Whole. 

Skuttbittlebom. Nose gone. Skuttbittlebom. Ear gone. Skuttbittlebom. Left eyebrow 

gone. Skuttbittlebom. Top left back molar gone. Skuttbittlebom! Skuttbittlebom! 

Skuttbittlebom! Tongue, chin, and cheek, gone, gone and gone. Skuttbittlebom occurs 

until David is but a pair of eyes.

2. David looks in the mirror and sees himself; Aleister appears and whispers 

Skuttbittleboms into David’s ear, and David disappears hair by hair, that is 1 
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Skuttbittlebom = one hair. Once the hairs are all gone David’s disappearance is much 

like number one. (Granted this sounds bad, but really it isn’t the worst of the three.)

3. David looks in the mirror and sees himself; Aleister appears and whispers 

Skuttbittleboms into David’s ear, and David would proceeds to disappear,one cell at a 

time, until only his eyes are left.

Now, unquestionably, number three is the worst of all. David looks in the mirror and 

disappears cell by cell, one Skuttbittlebom at a time. Although David cannot see himself 

disappear, he sure can feel it; he can feel each Skuttbittlebom; he can feel each cell leave his 

body. On the mornings when this happened it would take David millennia to disappear; in 

that time, history repeats itself—the big bang occurs; civilizations form and then disappear as if 

they never existed in the first place; man evolves and continues to do so past the point in time 

that David inhabits. This happens time and time again. Eventually, when David is just a pair of 

disembodied eyes, he blinks and it is like none of it ever happened. It all resets.

When David is Skuttbittlebomed down to just a pair of eyes, he always waits for Aleister 

to whisper again and Skuttbittlebom the rest of him away. Just two more Skuttbittleboms and 

David’s disappearance shall be complete. David hopes one day he shall be Skuttbittlebomed 

away completely, gone without a trace. However, this never happens, no, his eyes remain and that 

is the end.

Eventually, David manages to reappear; he likes to think that this is done through the work 

of an angel sent to look after him. David likes to think this even though he doubts it is true. David 

never sees the angel in question, and so there is always some doubt of his or her existence. David 

never doubts the existence of the fuzzy black devil, because he always feels Aleister’s presence 

and hears his whispered Skuttbittleboms.

David blinks.

“I want to have a good day today.... I’m going to have a good day today.”

“I want to have a good day today.”

Blink.

David stands before his closet and reaches for the handle; just as he is about to grasp it, the 

handle moves. David tries again and his hand falls through the handle. The handle reappears 

elsewhere on the door and so David tries his luck again. They say insanity is doing the same 

thing over and over again and expecting to get different results, well if that is the case then David 

is certifiable. Each time he tries his hand falls through the door handle; he quickly finds where it 

moved to and then tries again—of course, his hand falls through the door handle; he relocates it 

and tries again and again and again. Loops are a terrible thing to be stuck in. Loops are a terrible 

thing to be stuck in. Loops are a terrible thing to be stuck in. Cycles like these are a dangerous 

things for David because he can be stuck in them for hours, days even, a century once. But, 

luckily, loops don’t last forever; they always end at some point.

David tries relentlessly to grab the handle, and it does not always stop with the cycle 

abruptly ending and resetting; no, sometimes David actually grabs the handle. Now that is a 

good feeling. At that particular moment things are solid, real, and firm. It feels right. It feels right 

because it is a victory.
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Blink.

David awakens and opens his eyes; they peer out with a smoky glare as he lays beneath 

the oatmeal-gray quilt, in the dim gray-scale bedroom. His feet are cold; he flexes them and 

they creak and pop in response. David sits up on the edge of the bed, stands up, and takes a 

step forward. His left leg is still asleep and gives way underneath his weight, causing David to 

stumble forward a bit. He catches himself with his other leg, hobbles over to his dresser, and 

begins to dress. As he does, his eyes drift to the drawing pinned to the wall opposite his bed. It is 

a piece of Pre-K art his niece made for him. On it, two yellow blobs with orange bill mouths carry 

sticks and splash about as they wave beneath the caption: “A Good Day With Uncle David!” 

followed by an indiscriminate scribbling.

This is David’s morning. This has been David’s morning as long as he can remember. That 

is, if he remembers. Each morning is something of an event for David, and even so David never 

really remembers his mornings.  Sadly, this does not free him from them; the mornings will 

always be with him.  The phrase “I want to have a good day today” is hardly the catharsis he 

needs; it does not affect his mornings, although it does echo throughout them constantly. The 

spirit of the phrase is not really there, and as the day goes on it morphs and changes, until it is 

hardly recognizable.

“I want to have a good day today. I want to have a good day today. I’m going to have a good 

day today. I’m going to have a day today. I’m a day today. I’m today. I’m going to.... I’m going to.... 

I’m going.... I’m going.... I’m....”

Blink.

See David in the dark gray-scale room; see David as he lies on sheet-less twin bed just below 

an oatmeal-gray quilt....
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The Gospel of Mary begins mid-sentence. The first six pages are missing, and like 

everything that occurred before or in lapses of written history, I am left to fumble about with the 

question of what don’t I know.  The text begins with a question: 

 ...Will matter then be destroyed or not? 

These are presumably the words of Jesus Christ. These are presumably red-letter words. 

***

When my father, my mother, my older brother, and I went to Fellowship Bible Church on 

Sunday mornings at 9:30 in the white Ford Taurus, or the green Ford Taurus, we would stop for 

breakfast at a bakery. I would get a chocolate chip muffin. I would be in khaki pants and a dress 

shirt. I would stare at my father’s leather-bound bible, the new one, and at its gold edges. The 

paper was incredibly thin and delicate, and I imagined it was expensive, and because I thought it 

was expensive, I did not touch it. 

When we filed into the row of folding chairs at the center of the auditorium, I would sit 

between my father and my mother. Most of the time I would be too focused on the giant wooden 

cross that hung over us, looming more like an anvil from a cartoon than a symbol of salvation, to 

even notice where we stopped to sit. 

I did not pay attention to the lessons. I did not sing when we were instructed to, though I did 

stand and sometimes clap. 

One by one we were handed a paper pamphlet with the lesson title followed by several 

quotes with fill-in-the-blanks left for certain words. I took these pamphlets, sometimes two, and 

played Mad Libs.

When I got older it was just my father and I, and we sat in the cafe, and he was worn, and 

we both played mad libs.

***

The Gospel of Mary is considered non-canonical, therefore it is not considered “God-

breathed.” It is also unclear whether it refers to Mary, the virgin mother of Jesus Christ, or Mary 

Magdalene, a companion to Jesus, who is, in some circles of theology, speculated to have been the 

man’s Wife. 

What is not speculation is that when Jesus Christ arose from death, from the black beyond, 

Mary Magdalene was the first to say anything.

***
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The Atomic Theory of Matter is only 211 years old. First suggested in 1805 by theorist 

John Dalton, this theory suggested that all matter is comprised of smaller things, things that are 

inexplicable. This theory is the backbone of modern chemistry. Travel to space would not be 

possible without it.  

Understanding that the body can be destroyed to a much deeper extent than originally 

thought. Understanding that no two bodies can ever physically touch.

***

Another section of the Gospel is missing; pages 11 14 are unaccounted for, and it picks back 

up with one word: 

it. 

***

My father had an on-again, off-again relationship with a woman named Valencia who 

claimed to hear the voice of God. They met when he moved to Fairfield Bay, Arkansas (a 

retirement community), to be the administrator of Indian Rock Village (an assisted living 

facility). This was a promotion over his last job as marketing director of a home in Little Rock 

with exactly zero residents. 

Valencia worked as a live-in nurse for patients who opted to receive care in their own home. 

On more than one occasion she had dealt with violent clients, which made keeping a steady 

income difficult.  

She lived with her three children in an apartment one town up from Fairfield Bay. Not long 

before she and my father started dating, she had kicked her abusive boyfriend out. He was called 

“The Bad Man.”  

I do not know how long my father and Valencia were together before I met her. Once, she 

came to the townhome my father was renting while he tried to sell off the house back in Little 

Rock, and my brother commanded me to follow him to the basement. We sat in the dark and said 

nothing. I wanted to go up and say hi, but he didn’t, and I didn’t argue. We sat. 

While we were down there I found a black widow spider winding a web between old bike 

spokes. There was a small overhead lamp nearby that I turned on. I watched the spider dangle. 

I watched the web glisten, light dancing off of dust particles that hung in the air. I was close, 

and though I was young, I knew that black widow spiders were dangerous. Out of curiosity, I 

flicked the edge of the bike. The spider came racing across towards the space where my finger 

was, where the vibrations had emanated. I recoiled, my ten-year-old body a spring. I turned off 

the light. I went out into the damp air outside and heard music from the kitchen above. My father 

and Valencia were listening to old spirituals on the radio and singing. This is the first time I can 

remember hearing joy in the voice of my father. 

***

The Gospel According to Mary, Chapter 4, Verse 22:   

The Savior said, all nature, all formations, all creatures exist in and with one  another, 
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and they will be resolved again into their own roots. For the nature of  matter is resolved 

into the nature of its own roots alone.

***

My Sunday school went by grades and by themes. In first grade, we were knights living in a 

castle. Second grade, a desert. Third grade, the year I was most excited for, the year we became 

voyagers on a spaceship. The room was decorated with flashing buttons and painted cardboard 

data displays, and at the front, a giant screen playing a loop of lightspeed travel. During most 

lessons I stared at the stars whizzing by me and thought of where exactly we were going. This 

was also the first year my father did not teach a Sunday school class. He would drop me off, 

disappear, and return when the lesson ended. 

One day going home in the white Ford Taurus I asked my father where heaven was and how 

big it was. I asked, what if we built a telescope long enough to see heaven beyond all those stars? 

My father grinned. He told me that there were dimensions for heaven, that heaven was built like 

a cube, 1400 miles wide and tall. 

I sat in my seat. I asked, what if when we get there, there isn’t enough space for all of us?  I do 

not remember the answer. 

***

The Hercules Corona Borealis Great Wall, discovered in early November 2013, is a 

supercluster of galaxies and stars. It is an overabundance of matter approximately 6 10 billion 

light years wide. It is the largest structure in the observable universe. It is bigger than heaven 

itself.

***

Chapter 8 of the Gospel of Mary does not deal with any physical speaker or characters. 

The soul of some unidentified person speaks to different “powers,” in this case, different forms 

of human folly. The first one is not apparent because the text does not exist. The second is 

desire. The third is ignorance. When questioned by ignorance, who asserts that the soul is 

bound, the soul replies, I have recognized that the All is being dissolved, both the earthly things 

and the heavenly. The fourth power that the soul is questioned by takes seven different forms; 

the first form is darkness; the second, desire; the third, ignorance; the fourth is the excitement of 

death; the fifth is the kingdom of the flesh; the sixth is the foolish wisdom of flesh; the seventh is 

wrathful wisdom. In one voice the seven forms ask, Whence do you come slayer of men, or where 

are you going, conqueror of space? 

This is the text that follows, ending chapter 8 (verses 21 24): 

21) The soul answered and said, What binds me has been slain, and what turns me 

 about has been overcome, 

22) and my desire has been ended, and ignorance has died. 

23) In a aeon I was released from a world, and in a Type from a type, and from the fetter of

 oblivion which is transient. 
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24) From this time on will I attain to the rest of the time, of the season, of the aeon, in silence.

***

Intermittently, for four years after my step father was killed, I had violent dreams that he 

came back from a work trip or a vacation, that he wasn’t dead, that I once again lived in my 

mother’s house, that all I could smell was his cologne. It was a rough odor, it was antiseptic. 

I did all I could to detach myself from the idea I had clung to for my adolescent life, the 

belief in things that linger. I did not want to believe in God, or a 1400 mile heaven, or spirits. 

After one particular nightmare, I woke up in my father’s house, alone, on my knees, breathing, I 

don’t, I don’t, I don’t. 

***

According to the first law of thermodynamics, energy in a closed system can neither be 

created nor destroyed, only transferred from one form to another. This is why we are made of the 

same particles as stars. This explains humankind’s obsession with balance.

***

The summer I graduated high school I took a trip to the island of St. Maarten with my father 

and his fiancée Valencia. I had developed a fear of flying, and she had the overwhelming fear that 

every time she moved, she moved towards oblivion, and we sat next to each other on both flights. 

We spent a total of seven days there. 

Us in the pool. 

Us by the table. 

Me in the bed in the living room. 

Her in a wrap of light. 

The three of us got drunk together one night after a family dinner. There, Valencia told me 

she knew of my nightmares, of all of them, of the ones I told no one about. I started to believe she 

had some link to a greater being. I asked her for specifics. She detailed the dream I had about the 

demon licking my body at night. I asked, do you really talk to God? She said yes. On the plane 

back I said, are we going to die? 

She said not soon. 

It wouldn’t be until the next summer when I came back from college that my father would 

tell me that the day we came back from the island she confessed to him that she was pregnant 

with a child that was not his. She moved back to Fairfield Bay. She removed herself. It was then, 

for the first time, I realized how lonely my father was. 

***

When I was young my father and I would take walks around our neighborhood, which was 

only a few blocks wide, but crowded with homes that seemed to have always been there, like 

monoliths. We walked and once I remember a black widow hanging in a bush. I stopped to stare 

at it and my father kept ahead. I was caught by how large it was, looming there. When I was with 
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my father again I asked him to come look. When we reached the bush it was not there. It couldn’t 

be dead but it was not there.

***

Smells seep into the walls of homes, into the plumbing, into the fabric. There are things that 

cannot be destroyed.

***

Chapter 9, the last chapter of the Gospel of Mary, begins with the other disciples 

challenging the message that Mary has conveyed to them. For certainly these teachings are 

strange ideas, 

Andrew says. Peter says Did he really speak openly to a Woman and not to us?  

Mary weeps. 

Mary weeps. 

Levi says, If the Savior made her worthy, who are you indeed to reject her? 

Levi says, That is why He loved Her more than us. 

Chapter 9, Verse 10: 

And when they heard this they began to go forth to proclaim and to preach. 

***

Today I read about something called a supervoid. Supervoids are long stretches of absence 

in space. Light years of nothing but space. No galaxies, no stars, no swirling black holes eating all 

matter around it, not even that. Just absence. Just black.  Look closely, just beyond the supervoid, 

in all of the dark and all of the glow of stars, there is a little bed I made and I sleep there 

sometimes.

niCholas ryan aBel
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imagine stepping into a dark hallway. as you enter, the door behind you shuts. you may feel 

panic. after a few moments you hear laughter down the hall. you recognize the voices. a door in 

front of you opens. you have reached your destination. you enter a party and the guests toast you. 

your friends put their arms around you. there is a window. you look outside and notice a tree. 

the branches are bare. behind the tree, across the street is a building. above the building the sky 

is blue. the blue sky and the bare tree look something like brisk. you think of a word like brisk. 

like brag. or busy. or cant. like fast. or keen. and perk. or pert. or racy. or rash. like spry. like trig. a 

word like yern. or agile. or alert. and alive. it’s budge. or canty. it’s cobby. or crank. like crisp. and 

fresh. and frisk. and nippy. or quick. and round. like zippy. like allegro. it’s humming. it’s trotty. 

and bushing. and rattling. and smacking. and spanking. and you realize the world doesn’t need 

you at all.

meditation 1

Harlee 
Logan Kelly
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discarded crane look back at what was left behind. what happens then? is it true a bit of root with 

you. geranium seed on the staircase. petals with distinctive veining unfriendly to snakes. you 

are a crane your father kicked. crane you are kicked down the staircase. imagine yourself along a 

path. you reach a glass wall. through the glass you see a geranium. you are a crane to be counted 

on. be aware you are floating on water. you are sitting in a cinema. as the movie begins you watch 

a scene from your life about a dream that never came true. in it you meet your father hands you a 

geranium. the seeds resemble the bill of a bird.

meditation 2

harlee logan Kelly
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pearl and john harper drift down the river with no particular prominence john rests in the front 

of the boat he cradles his head against the inside fold of his elbow and falls asleep this is illogical 

I pause the scene before pearl starts to sing an unreality I often perceive an indistinct shape the 

stars on the screen are perfectly round they are pearl white the cattails are there when we were 

kids we called them corn dog grass

night of the hunter, riverboat scene
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ashlyn wheeler

She came to the woods at the age of nine, escaping the polluted clouds and dark alleys of the 

city. 

The day she left, she ran like her feet were on fire. She ran until her legs shook and her knees 

chattered. She strained her lungs, inflaming them as she sprinted through the streets, dodging 

oncoming traffic and jumping over potholes. A taxi blew its horn violently as it screeched to a 

stop inches from her shins. She needed to get away from the men on the sidewalks who asked 

her to play, smiling with hungry eyes, away from the whores on the corners who blew smoke in 

her face, jealous of the youth she possessed that was desired and fleeting, away from the hateful 

words yelled between her parents in the living room, plates smashing into the floor, red sauce 

leaking underneath their shattered faces.

“Where will you run, little girl?” her father screamed through the open door, spit flying 

across the steps. The wind struck her with his voice, “For all of this will be carried with you!”

When she finally came to the entrance of the trees, she collapsed in exhaustion. The air she 

struggled for burned her, filling her with heat, and stung so deeply she couldn’t stand. She fell 

into a fetal position, knees curled up to her shaking chest, ribs expanding and then collapsing into 

her. After many minutes, her convulsions stopped, her tiny body calmed by the embrace of the 

tall, wet grasses. She slumped into a deep sleep, and she entered into a dream.

The green tops of the trees composed the sky and clouds above her. The sun slipped through 

the thick, entwining branches in steady streams, shining light on patches of spotted mushrooms, 

reflecting off of puddles of collected dew. Grasshoppers chirped in a grand, sweeping chorus and 

the sounds of robins’ wings echoed overhead, their whistles filling the forest with simple songs.

She wore a dress made of soft, white butterflies, their delicate and powdered wings kissing 

her skin, antennas tickling. She wore a veil of woven spiderwebs, silver threads glinting. Flies 

collected in the skinny strands, their large, red eyes sparkling like rubies.

She walked down an aisle of moss, her feet slowly sinking into the ground with each step. 

She looked ahead to the end of the path where a dark shadow stood, the limbs of trees concaving 

down around him. She smelled tar. She hesitantly approached the figure as it shifted and swirled. 

It solidified into the form of a man. The black silhouette, strong-shouldered and still, turned its 

head to her.

The wind picked up and the sun disappeared from the cracks in the ceiling of tree limbs. 

She tried to speak out to the man, but the boom and cackle of timbering trees overpowered her 

voice. The butterflies’ wings that covered her became rough and bristled then fell from her in 

heavy, petrified clumps, their wings twitching on the rotting carpet of moss. She tried to cover 

herself, wrapping her arms around her torso and chest, crossing her legs in a pitiful contortion.  

The Woods

Ashlyn
Wheeler
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Bitter sap oozed from the trees above, thick and suffocating. Her shoulders hunched down. Her 

veil of webs clung to her scalp and the flies began to buzz and wriggle inside the sticky web, the 

hairs in her ears hummed in agitation.

Terrified, the girl screamed out, but the syrup slipped itself down her throat from an 

overhead branch. The man stood there watching her. Naked, she bent further and further 

below him, tears running down her muddied face. In one, darting motion, he flew to her, his 

black coattails flapping wildly behind him. He wrapped his coal black hands around her neck, 

scorching her skin. Smoke lifted from her, and she breathed in embers that burned her nostrils 

and throat. 

Her skin molted under his fingerprints, his palms curdling deep to the bone. Everything 

burned, her veins ran with fire, with acid, corroding through her. She suffocated on his musk and 

the smoky air that engulfed her.

She came to the woods at the age of nine, and when she woke up at the entrance, she stared 

into the thicket of trees and cried.
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william montes

the grave stands 

 open staring

a dull bronze chipped plaque buried beneath a sheet of

green a physical representation with

a corpse underneath

but in reality memory is all that remains

William Isidro Montes

 Born: July 22, 1991

 Died: August 10, 1991

is what the bronze plate is supposed to read

 instead all I see is

William Alexander Montes 

 DEAD

  DEAD

   DEAD

it was in the sea of green

 lined with stone bones

looming like the wrecked

sails

 of sunken ships

one last defiant gesture

  no shout to

REMEMBER ME

desperation to be heard

 from among uniform rows

markings of the dead beneath

My Dead Brother’s Grave

William
Montes
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REMEMBER

M E

REMEMBER

M E

REMEMBER

M E

a discordant cry

 rising from the mounds of dirt and bone
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william montes

baby wails and shrieks for those dead unable to

 speak all consuming in their frequency

I lost myself

 I was not myself

I was buried six feet

underneath I was dead

 I was an ex-

 child ex-human

 ex-alive

 existential crisis

an existence that no longer existed

I

 “William if your brother was alive

  today he would be 11”

my mother’s voice carries

 piercing through the

dirt beneath which I was

buried
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 death lingers

 in the shards of sorrow

that savagely pierce the heart

it can be seen in moments

such as the drop in a face

 the cold slap shot of shock as father

says “Willo I have something to tell you”

his voice usually so sturdy and

resounding a sad demure, mute tone cracking

as he

swallows takes a breath and attempts to continue

but once again his voice betrays him

 finally catching breath he continues

“Willo Philip, Philip’s dead. 

 and the room

father

 disappears as the world erupts in flames

Remembering Phil Part I
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Phili

p

Phil

my step-brother

 son of Arlene

 father’s new lover

 my second

 mother

Phil

 six years my senior

Phil

 who I always envied because he got to be raised

   by my father

Phil

 the video game genius, whom I could

 never beat no matter the game or how

 many more times I’ve played it than him

Phil

 who always made me the best peanut butter

 and jelly with cheese sandwiches

Phil

 the james dean type of cool

  with the devil may care attitude

 and social rebel flair

Phil

Remembering Phil Part II
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 who I had just watched games of thrones with

 the day before

Phil 

 who was found hugging the basement toilet 

Phil

 dead at 22
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doe ParKer

open up the cabinet to a

box of crackers coming at your head,

 

the lemon bleaching the china cups,

above the testicled ginger plant

un-sliced, un-dyed.

 

crackers slide out on the floor

peanuts, the two fused light bulbs,

crawling with bugs.

water is boiling around cheese and starch,

 

raviolis fall into the garbage disposal

prongs of forks throw up around them,

splattered plums,

jar hits the cutting board, then the floor

dents a toenail. jam

 

is mixed in the glass.

stale cornbread left in a soggy box,

shaking the bottle until the tea bag bursts,

there’s a book baked into the cake that’s rotting on the shelf. if

 

the cake was unbaked,

you could read the book,

cover the recipe in red pen,

but then you’re out of blood. kitchen fades away.

 

wake up &

your head feels like the inside of a carved out pumpkin.

& forgiveness is a cabinet you must keep empty,

the refrigerator you pull open again looking for an appetite.

from the good house & the bad house

Doe
Parker
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When I imagined blood, I always pictured it to be this vivid, harsh shade of red. Blinding, 

as if the whole of man’s vitality had contained itself in the thick liquescence of it. I’ve seen blood 

before obviously: a finger nipped on the morning paper, an unfortunate spill from my front 

porch, a collision with a fist due to my, at times, lax filter. But I had only ever known it in small 

quantities, could only recognize it in grainy news photos or heightened images in films, nearly 

shining in its artificiality.

But the truth is, blood is not a beautiful thing. I came to that conclusion in the fifty seconds 

it took for Sugar Lee, shaking and sobbing, to let me in through the backdoor and guide me to 

the part of the fluffy brown carpet where the immobile figure of her ex-lover lay sprawled, like 

a picture in a fashion ad. It was strange; he had obviously been a handsome guy—the planes of 

his cheekbones could’ve cut ice—and, dressed in the tidy gray suit with dark hair angled over his 

high forehead. It almost seemed like he was posing.

The only trouble was the dent in the back of his skull, exposing bits of pink brain matter 

that blended almost musically into the puddle of blood surrounding him. It was right then that 

I decided blood was an ugly sight. It was closer to black than red when it was all poured out like 

that, a sort of crimson that evoked finality.

I scrunched my nose, against the color more so than any smell.

“What happened?” I asked finally. The tone of my voice sounded distant and methodical. 

It said that I was calm; I liked that because I was nothing of the sort. But when Sugar didn’t 

respond, my repeated question carried inflections of panic. “Sugar, what the hell happened?”

Sugar Lee fell to her knees next to the body of the man. She opened her mouth to explain. I 

braced myself, but all that came out was the wounded wailing of an animal. She lifted her hands 

over his face as if to stroke his cheek, but she didn’t touch him. Instead she kept that up, running 

her hands over the space above him as if his ghost had levitated a few inches and now lay there 

receiving all of her affection.

I looked around, lost. Then I kneeled next to her and placed a hand at the back of her neck. 

Despite the intensity of the moment, I appreciated the texture of her hair, realizing that I hadn’t 

actually touched it in the six years since I left for college. She shuddered, then fell into me. Air 

rushed from my lungs in the same instance she crushed herself into my chest, the reality that I 

was finally holding her again was somehow bigger than the reality of a dead body in her living 

room.

“He was being s-so mean,” she wept, her hands clenching and unclenching in her lap. 

“Just so fucking m-mean. Kept saying ... I ain’t good enough, but I am. I am, Cook, I am. He just 

d-didn’t see it, you know? He didn’t s-see it!”

Sugar Lee

Giovanni
Perry

FiCtion
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I didn’t know half of what she was saying, didn’t know the name of the dead guy staring up 

at us, and didn’t know the circumstances—but I did know that Sugar Lee most definitely was 

good enough. And all I could feel in that moment was a profound indignation that someone had 

argued otherwise. I squeezed her shoulders, wanting to show her that I understood, that I got it, 

even though this creep clearly hadn’t.

“You are, Sugar, you are,” I rocked her back and forth, trying to soothe her. I tried to recreate 

the images around us, hoping that if I held her long enough I could pretend we were somewhere 

else. And the longer we swayed on our knees, the less important this moment seemed. What 

mattered was she’d called me. Sugar Lee could have called anybody in the world to help her out, 

but I was the one who she dialed.

“I ain’t m-mean to hurt him none,” she mumbled into my shirt and I noticed for the first time 

that she had taken to her old dialect. The broken Southern talk she’d suppressed and buried 

away. “He just kept talking, and t-talking, and talking. Sayin’ I couldn’t leave him and I got so 

m-mad, Cook. He just wasn’t listening!”

“I know, Sugar, I know.”

I think back to yesterday morning when I’d made plans to meet up with Sugar Lee. I’d just 

moved back after being away for six years. I tried to remember sitting across from her, feeling 

upset that she hadn’t fallen to her knees the moment she saw me all grown up. Trying to reconcile 

the disappointment I’d felt when I realized that the fantasy I’d harbored of Sugar Lee since I was 

child was just that. Yet, none of it seemed connected. No other moment with Sugar Lee felt tied 

to this one. 

I continued rocking her, my hand on her head, a dead body at our side, and I pretended that 

everything was exactly how it ought to be.

She was talking to me but I didn’t hear her. I knew her lips were moving; I could feel the 

vibration of her words on the air, her pumpernickel bronze lips shitting out syllables to the 

rhythm of a worn-out Christmas song. Wait, was she singing?

Reluctantly, I peeled my eyes away from the café window, its exterior coated in a thin frost 

so that my reflection appeared as a phantom, pale and a ghostly shade of blue. I looked instead at 

my date, who bobbed in her seat to “White Christmas” like it had just charted second on the Hot 

100s. She alternated between twirling her stirrer amid the sharp tips of her jewel-encrusted nails, 

so that the wooden stick danced between the teepee they created, and pulling it out to suckle the 

coffee off the end. I didn’t know why she did that. She hated coffee—the way her big green eyes 

went all beady every time she tasted it told as much. She only ordered it so that the new cashier 

would think she was sophisticated.

He was the tall one, two registers from the left with broad shoulders and hair so spiked he 

looked like an ’80s reject. He’d left the top two buttons of his uniform shirt undone so that thick 

tufts of hair sort of spilled out one on top of the other. It was all very accidental and nonchalant, 

like his masculinity was something he forgot unless some desperate chick in a parka appeared to 

remind him. I didn’t know what it was about chest hair that got girls so riled up. I imagined they 

took in a cluster of it, its royal sum, then divided each strand into a mark of maturity, as if the guy 

giovanni Perry
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in question couldn’t have possibly achieved such an abundance of mannish fringe without having 

once wrestled an ape, or twice bared his soul to a woman.

I could say for sure that I’d never encountered an ape and, what’s more, it was a rare occasion 

when I was invited to bare anything to a woman. This, I guess, explained the three curly strands 

burgeoning from my sternum with a limp flourish that could hardly be called a tuft.

I was drawn from my reverie by the conclusion of “White Christmas” followed by Sugar’s 

habitual clicking of her tongue. I raised my eyebrows expectantly, believing for an uninformed 

second that the gesture meant she had something to say. But when no words came, only another 

lazy clicking sound, I knew I’d hoped for too much.

Exhaling and simultaneously turning round so that my breath appeared on the window in 

a silvery splotch, I swallowed back any expectations of romance and settled instead for simply 

existing. In roughly two hours, I could take her home secure in the knowledge that I gave it an 

honest shot. I checked my watch.

One hour and fifty-seven minutes to go.

“Have you seen that new movie yet? The really good-looking one?” her voice came drifting 

across the table like a fly, each word zig-zagging behind the other as if she wasn’t quite sure what 

she was saying until she finished the sentence.

I perked up at once. “The one about the insomniac psychology professor who misdiagnoses 

a student—”

“No-ooh,” she said, stretching the word into two. “The one about the football player and 

model who switch bodies for a day. How freaky is that?”

I blinked at her. She sucked coffee off the end of her stirrer and made a face like she was 

gagging. 

“It’s freaky shit,” I said, settling back into my seat. “Did you want to go to a movie, then?”

In answer to my question, she clicked her tongue and shrugged, suddenly brimming with 

disinterest. She didn’t say anything after. I took the time to look at her, wondering what it was 

about Sugar Lee that made everybody crazy. I knew I was a little crazy for staring at her and not 

knowing why I was staring only made me feel crazier.

She wasn’t particularly beautiful—not in any general sense. But there was most definitely 

something interesting looking about her, except no one was ever quite sure if it was the size of her 

eyes, which seemed to expand mid-sentence into a vast space capable of containing eternities, 

or rather if her nose had something to do with it. It was a dainty nose, small and kind of tilted 

upwards at the end, impish, but strangely incongruous with the rest of her features, which were a 

series of sharp lines and jutting planes.

And it wasn’t like the rest of her was any better. Sugar Lee wasn’t built like the kind of girl 

most guys would fantasize about. Her rack wasn’t anything impressive. The only time you could 

be sure it existed was when she wore fitted tops with no bra beneath; that’s when they’d stand 

out, two child-fist-sized scoops of caramel that you couldn’t help but want to press your thumbs 

against.

Her dark hair, chin-length and neither straight nor curly, always seemed to sort of just lounge 

about her face, like it didn’t have a care in the world and would only blow in the wind if the mood 
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struck it. She had legs like a spider too—skinny but long as a train. Growing up, I’d joke that her 

mother never let her lay around outside, sure that if she did the other girls would pick her up and 

use her as the second rope in a game of double Dutch.

On their own, any of these features would make a girl beastly, but somehow, all mixed 

together like that, they created something altogether unique and exclusive—like she belonged to a 

club no other girl had the capacity to join. She was one of a kind and sexier because no one could 

prove that she wasn’t, not unless they pulled her apart piece-by-piece.

That’s why I didn’t leave the café, even as she sat there slurping dribbles of coffee and 

pursing her lips like some poor kid’s nutty grandma.

And it’s why, when she stood up under the guise of wanting a refill, I remained seated. Why, 

when she laughed a little too loudly at Chest Hair’s attempt at a joke and paved a slow trail on 

her lips with the tip of her glistening pink tongue, I only swallowed down a scalding sip of hot 

chocolate and adjusted my hoodie. And it most definitely was why, as she dragged him from his 

shift with a tug of her hand, paused only briefly to blow me a kiss that I’m pretty sure I fumbled, 

and asked, “You’re okay, ain’t you?” I nodded and paid for her portion of the meal. Later, as I lay 

alone in the dark that night, I accepted her long overdue Friend Request on the glowing white 

screen of my cell phone.

The thing about Sugar Lee was she always got what she wanted. And not in some played-

out trope of a rich daddy’s girl brought up to believe the world was born of an irrepressible need 

to sate her. No, Sugar Lee wasn’t born wealthy. In fact, when I first met her, we were seven years 

old and she and her parents had just moved to the neighborhood. All they’d brought along was 

what they could cram into the backseat of their rust-red four-door pickup.

To this day, I don’t know the reasons for their move to our neighborhood. All I know is from 

the moment Sugar Lee wandered over to my front porch, a tatty pink dress just sort of tossed 

on her like a lucky shot, I knew she was something special. You can’t help but twist your chin a 

fraction of an inch as she passes. No one ever does a double-take, but I don’t think she’s ever been 

ignored in her whole life upon entering a room.

The first thing she ever said to me was, “Hey, gimme yo’ doll.”

I scrunched up my features and shoved my Spider-Man into the nook of my armpit, cheeks 

flushing red. “It’s an action figure,” I told her. “Not a doll.”

Sugar Lee only stretched her pink lips along her cheeks and, flashing an army of miniature 

white teeth, said sweetly, “You gonna let me have it, ain’t you? Ain’t you, please?”

I remember thinking she had the strangest way of talking, of forcing out words in one long 

chunk of broken-down syllables, like she chewed them up a bit first then spit them at you. I had 

never heard anything like it; our neighborhood wasn’t particularly upper-crust or anything, but 

there certainly weren’t any families like the Masons. Over the years, Sugar Lee would combat 

the talk that came naturally to her, working so hard to suppress it that her speech became a series 

of leisurely sounds that floated along, taking their time to navigate sentences, so as not to trip up 

on Southern linguistics. 

Without fully understanding why, I outstretched my arm so that the dirt-covered head of my 
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Spider-Man—a result of my running him through the mud for lack of a stick—brushed the soil on 

her dress and seemed to blend seamlessly, like it had always belonged to her and my receiving it 

had only been a means to her eventual reception. Without a word, she seized the toy, turned on 

her heel, and strolled back over to help her parents unload the car. I sat staring after her, empty-

handed and glad.

When I was sixteen I stole two packs of Trident gum, one candy necklace, a Slim Jim and a 

three-pack of condoms. I also stole a kiss but ended up paying for that in full.

That was the first time I realized the extent of Sugar Lee’s persuasive abilities. See, Sugar 

had this way of looking at you real big—of stretching her eyes and running them over your 

whole figure as if she were sizing you up, readying to pass judgment. It felt like an itch, a knee-

jerk reaction, the desire to pass her assessment with exemplary colors. It was all-consuming, so 

much so that I would lock up, the need pressing on me until the thought of her finding me inept 

rendered me paralyzed.

So when her dad approached me with a request to get her to school, as she’d missed the bus 

and he was already running late for yet another job interview—Sugar’s dad was something of a 

notorious slouch and about once a month her house would erupt with beer-infused debates over 

his worth—I couldn’t exactly turn him down. Not that I’d wanted to. Sugar and I had maybe had 

a total of three conversations since she’d introduced herself to me by stealing my toy, and I was 

curious to see what those long limbs would look like slouched in the passenger seat of my mom’s 

blue Ford station wagon. I’d also just gotten my license. Determined to show how casual I was 

about it, I shrugged into my dad’s old jacket from the ’80s before stepping outside.

When she walked out of the house, I pressed my weight into the driver’s side door and 

threw my chin up, making like I was searching the clouds for something spiritual. Sugar didn’t 

seem to notice; she yanked open the other door and flung herself in with all the elegance of a 

sledgehammer. I hopped in after her and started the engine.

It wasn’t until we passed the sign introducing our neighborhood and turned onto the main 

road that Sugar spoke. She said only, “You’re not taking me to school,” and regardless of any 

attempts I would make to suggest otherwise, I knew she was right, because she’d said it and there 

was something permanent about the way she formed words.

“Where am I taking you?” I asked, after a bout of silence. “I don’t want to get in trouble with 

your dad.”

“How’s that gonna happen?”

“Because he’s going to find out you weren’t at school.”

“Who’s gonna tell him?” 

She turned to glance at me and I knew right then and there that I wasn’t. I shrugged and 

re-adjusted my hands on the wheel. We came to a red light and I paused for a beat, trying to 

remember if I could turn right at a red light or left. 

Before I could come to a sound decision, Sugar pressed the side of her forehead against the 

glass and said, “G’on. Turn right.”

My neck burned and with a mumbled, “I was,” I made a right onto Harding Place and 
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continued straight even though our school was in the opposite direction. “So? Where the hell are 

we going?” 

I normally didn’t curse but I liked the way my tongue tingled beneath the word and hoped 

Sugar would notice how easily it slipped out.

She didn’t. She only lifted and lowered a bony shoulder and said, “Gas station. I want some 

gum.”

It never occurred to me that skipping school for gas station gum was probably one of the 

stupidest things she could have suggested. I’d never skipped school before that day and for all 

I knew, that’s what everyone did when they played hooky. So when Sugar reached over to turn 

on the radio, I didn’t mind that what came out was the high-note chorus and throbbing bassline 

of some terrible pop song. Maybe that’s what people listened to when they went to two-pump 

convenience stores instead of algebra II. She was dancing in her seat and humming under her 

breath when I pulled up and parked precariously at the side of the store.

When she didn’t move, I turned to her with raised brows. “You, uh, going in?” I asked, trying 

to sound aloof and disinterested.

She shifted her weight to face me and said, “I thought you were getting it for me.”

I blinked. “Oh. I don’t have any money.”

She was quiet for a second. Then, “So? You still gonna get it for me, ain’t you?”

And I knew instantly that I was. I was already out of the car before I could figure just how 

I was going to buy gum when the only things in my pockets were a tin of stale mints, my driver’s 

license, and a wad of antiseptic tissue paper. But there was no turning back, no glancing over my 

shoulder to reveal chattering teeth, no making a run for it and heading straight for my front-row 

spot in algebra next to Kenny Varcus and his constant snorting of his own mucus. The moment 

the bell dinged overhead, I was certain that the only way out was with gum in hand and dignity 

intact.

“Sup?” the cashier, a wiry blonde dude wearing a bandanna for a scarf, murmured, not 

bothering to glance away from his tabloid. “All sodas two for one, twenty-five percent off any bag 

of chips with an expiration date in the next two days.”

I ambled around for a bit, strolling near one of the short snack aisles and taking my time 

looking like I was real interested in the selection of Slim Jims. When Bandanna glanced over, 

I made sure to pick one up and rotate it a bit in the light, as if I were examining it for edibility. 

Nodding I held up a thumb, indicating that it passed inspection. He lifted his chin and went 

back to his magazine. I did this for a while, grabbing a candy necklace on the way because, for 

some reason, I figured I’d score points for getting her jewelry.

After I tired myself out looking over expired potato chips, I wandered to the counter and 

bent to look at the myriad of gum right beneath. She hadn’t specified which kind she wanted, but 

I pegged her for one of those fancy, five-layer pound cake sort of deals. No way a girl like Sugar 

settled for plain old “original.” I grabbed an original too, just to be sure.

“You all set?” Bandanna asked, folding the top left corner of his tabloid to peer at me.

I stiffened. “Uh ... not yet. Got to get one more thing.” 

I looked around and noticed a rack of condoms near the door and immediately made for 
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it. I picked up a box and weighed it my hand, glancing over my shoulder occasionally to see 

Bandanna staring back, waiting. I put the box down. Picked up another. Glanced back. He 

shifted his weight and leaned, eyeing me a little closer.

Sensing his suspicion, I thought, Fuck it, and booked it the hell out of there. By the time he’d 

cleared the counter I was revving the engine and pulling off, the door swinging on its hinges as 

me and Sugar tore through the parking lot. She was laughing and I was cursing, more expletives 

flying from my mouth in that moment than I’d ever used before.

After speeding straight for twenty minutes, nearly clearing the city limits on a gust of 

adrenaline, I finally noticed a side street and pulled over. I didn’t say anything, sure that if I 

parted my lips, all that’d fall out would be a squeak. All I could think was that my mom would 

kill me and that I’d never have done it for anybody but Sugar Lee and why the hell had I done it 

for Sugar Lee anyway?

Something sounded in my right ear, a continuous pop-pop-pop, and I turned my head to find 

Sugar Lee smacking her gum and checking her eye makeup in the mirror. When she looked at 

me, I knew I had to do it. I threw my weight forward with all the force of a punch and slammed 

my mouth against hers. It was press-lips, but man it was good.

After exactly eight seconds, Sugar pulled back and said, “Here,” and handed me a stick of 

five-layer pound cake-flavored gum. “Your breath is singeing my eyebrows.”

I didn’t mind the insult as I quickly threw the stick on my tongue. I didn’t mind because 

Sugar Lee had let me kiss her. And there was something about kissing a girl named Sugar that 

made everything taste sweet.

There was something dangerous about kissing Sugar Lee—once you stepped into it, you just 

couldn’t pull yourself free, no matter what you did. I felt it with every step I took away from her, 

every mile I covered, something heavy and daunting calling me back. I had known it all along 

and so, apparently, had the once-handsome guy in the tidy gray suit with dark hair and a high 

forehead. I knew that, on some other day in some other place, that it could have been me lying 

there. 

I never did ask Sugar Lee why she’d called me. Or why the police showed up minutes after 

she’d disappeared into the kitchen. Or why, when they came barging in, she positioned herself on 

the far side of the room, separate from me and the guy in the tidy gray suit. I didn’t ask what she 

needed when she turned those big green eyes on me and pointed a shaking finger in my direction 

when the big guys in blue asked what had happened.

I didn’t tell them that I had nothing to do with it as they slapped silver cuffs on my wrists. 

The sharp edges of the cuffs pierced my skin until blood—the vibrant shade I had been searching 

for—dripped onto the carpet next to the blackish puddle that had already formed. I didn’t part 

my lips when they sat me down at a long silver table and bombarded me with question after 

question; all the while I stared at my reflection and wondered at the visceral glint in my eyes, 

something that had never really left since I kissed Sugar Lee.

I didn’t say anything when they charged me with murder and hauled me away. The only 

thing I ever said in all that time was, “Yes,” and it only came after I sat alone on the thin mattress 
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of my cell, my hands folded neatly in my lap.

It wasn’t in answer to any verbal inquiry; it was a response to the question I’d seen in Sugar 

Lee’s eyes when she pointed that shaking finger at me. 

You gone take care of me, ain’t you?

I knew instantly that I would, even if it made me crazy to do it. There was something about 

Sugar Lee that drove everybody crazy. I was not—and had never been—an exception.
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nonFiCtion

Green: forest green, emerald green, the bright patches of mossy green growing on the dark 

bark of tree trunks, on the gnarled, exposed roots that dig themselves up here and there on 

woodland floor. Everything in West Virginia is flush with this color. I imagine if you cut the 

earth open here, it will bleed nothing but green, green, green.

The branches of the aspen, the white ash, the beech, the birch, lurch towards you, hopelessly 

salsaing with the sticky summer breeze for all eternity; their leaves, bursting fingers splayed out 

in all directions, strain to gently brush against your skin. Everyone needs a little love, a little 

contact. Some need it more than others. These trees have been alive for hundreds of years and 

they have secrets that go back and back and back. If you ask politely, they might exchange one 

piece of information for two arms wrapped around their trunks. If you ask politely, they might let 

you chop them down and count their rings just because they want your hands on their bodies so 

desperately.

Listen: there is life in these forests, you just have to look for it first—buried in the warm, 

black dirt, underneath the tiny drops of rain that pitter and patter from leaf to leaf, below the 

slanted sunlight that just makes it through the canopy, anything can prosper.

This land of West Virginia knows little of the definition of “plateau;” it is the only state 

completely covered in mountains: “App-uh-latch-in,” the locals call them. I feel as if I am in the 

wrong if I try to correct them by saying, “App-uh-latch-in.” These people have lived their lives in 

these mountains, have been rooted in this soil for generations. I am only here for the week.

Lincoln County West Virginians are the God-fearing, Made-in-the-USA, getting-by-on-

table-scraps-and-the-sweet-taste-of-patriotism, the-South-will-Rise, yee-haw, kind of Americans. 

The children run amuck in the streets—their clothes ill-fitting, their feet dirty and caked in 

callouses, their stomachs growling savagely to the tune of their beating hearts—they are laughing 

and screaming gleefully at the top of their lungs because they do not know any different or any 

better. The adults, for the most part, I find, are too proud or too embarrassed to ask for help. 

They are still firm believers of Hooverism—pull yourself up by your bootstraps. Do what you can. 

Endure. Survive.

This is where you can feel poverty not just by observing the land and the locals, but by 

the strange, paradoxical sense of sadness mixed with communal pride that radiates from the 

trailer parks, the broken churches, the cracks in the sidewalk that there is no money to fix. These 

people are doing everything they can, and sometimes it is only just enough, and sometimes it is 

not enough at all. And yet, they muddle through and withstand the storm in this hole in God’s 

vision—they do not see themselves as forsaken. They pull themselves up.

Taylor
St. Onge
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Things the reader may or may not need to know:

1. I am an observer.

2. Sections of this are from a youth group mission trip I went on when I was seventeen.

3. I am learning about the different forms of struggle continually. This is not a relatively new 

concept for me. (Cue curtains opening and revealing a lower-middle-class family of four 

living in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Replace the father with a Miller Lite can and then subtract 

him. Add a step father. Subtract a mother. Close the curtains.)

4. The middle of a thunderstorm: A dark brown sign in the middle of two weathered and pale 

stone columns reading, “Welcome to Lincoln County. Birthplace of Brig. Gen. Charles 

‘Chuck’ Yeager.”

5. Mountaineers are always free.

+

There is a house nestled between two mountains that we visit one night. We don’t go in. 

We sit outside. I have forgotten what it looks like aside from the dark brown termite-eaten, water 

rotten logs that make up the structure and the cobblestoned chimney that sits tall and delopitated 

on the right side of the house.

The grass is wet from the sky opening up and crying the night before and there are muddy 

puddles here and there along the half-mile long gravel driveway. I step in one, soak my foot 

by mistake, think about gangrene, and wonder if the locals worry about gangrene too because 

muddy puddles seem to cover 90% of West Virginia.

The youth group gets divided into two: the first group will hike the mountains on a much 

tamer, more level path; the second will trek up the steep slopes of the mountains, through the 

small, winding trails that have been created by animals and run off and a stray hiker or two.

My friends, of course, choose to take the latter of the two excursions. For a moment, I panic 

because I know that I do not have the endurance to climb up a steep hill, let alone a mountain, 

and I definitely cannot do it in the Converse shoes I am wearing because they offer little-to-no 

traction. Also because it is nearly pathetic how well I do in nature. Pricker bushes always find 

me. Bees and wasps and hornets love to buzz around my head like a halo. If there is a branch or 

a large rock within a five foot radius of me, I will find a way to accidentally trip over it. I do not 

know how this always happens. I am cautious and careful. I watch my footing.

But I bite my tongue, because I know I will get sniped at if I make a complaint, and 

grudgingly follow the group up the side of the mountain.

Youth group. Mission trip. “Be like Jesus.” Give the Sermon on the Mount.

+

1967: Canadian television journalist, Hugh O’Connor, becomes one of the many 

photographers to visit the backwoods town of Jeremiah, Letcher County, Kentucky after 

President Lyndon B. Johnson declared a War on Poverty in 1964. He films a coal-mining family 
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at their rental home, and although he gains permission from the family to film, he did not gain 

permission from the landowner.

Just as the photographer and his five-man film crew is leaving, Hobart Ison, the property 

owner, drives up in front of the house and howls for the team to leave. Then, as the journalist and 

his crew finish decamping, and without warning, Ison whips out his gun, fires three shots, and 

kills O’Connor in the front yard.

Swivel the camera to a medium-shot of a sign stuck in a yard that says, “No Trespassers.” 

This sign did not exist. This sign was only said and never written down for others to see.

The locals that lived in poverty did not want the help of outsiders if they were only telling 

one side of the story—how deep Kentucky mining towns were walking in their own excrement, 

and not how far they had made it.

Get out and don’t come back.

+

The video shown in class depicting the poverty that went hand-in-hand with a Kentucky 

coal mining strike in 1972 looks a lot like West Virginia in 2013.

+

I have convinced my friend Naomi to hike back down the mountain with me. I do this when 

I notice that she is wheezing just as much as me, if not more so. The air in the mountains is thin 

and my lungs are hungry. I need to turn around. I need a drink of water.

We tell a group leader that we are heading back, and even though a leader is supposed to 

follow us back down to make sure we get there safely, she just nods and lets us go on our own.

“What if one of us falls and breaks a leg and the other has to go and get help? You’re never 

supposed to be in a group of two; you’re always supposed to be with a group of three so someone 

can stay with the injured person!” Naomi panics.

I do not have an answer for her. Maybe the youth group leader thought that God was with us 

and would therefore count as our third group member. Maybe she just didn’t care.

The mountain is steep and slick from the rain that poured down the night before and I find 

myself skidding and lurching forward far too often in my tennis shoes. A large tree that has fallen 

from the storm is in the middle of the path and Naomi and I have to step over it in order to move 

down the trail. I get my first leg over just fine, but as I am in the process of stepping over with my 

left leg, my right foot slips in the clay-smooth mud and I fall with a thud, my hand bashing into a 

patch of rocks on the forest floor and my legs tangling into pricker bushes.

I sit there for a moment, stunned, while Naomi stands in front of me and laughs at the dumb 

look on my face. I get up and limp down the mountain. She follows me, gasping so hard from 

laughter that I begin to worry about her asthma and how she doesn’t have her inhaler with her. 

It’s back at the church we are staying at for the duration of the trip.

Blood from my leg is dripping and swirling around my ankle. I fear the infections that 
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could spring up if I do not get this wound attended to. I hope that the youth group leaders have 

bandages and antiseptic cream with them, but I bet they don’t.

--------------

A woman and her two mop-headed children meet us at a worn-down, beaten-up trailer one 

muggy afternoon. Wearing a pair of blue, fringed from wear capris, and a white shirt with a 

design that looks like it came from Walmart, she shifts her weight and tells us that she and her 

kids are staying with her parents while Youthworks, the company we are mission tripping for, 

fixes up her trailer home. She tells us that she would like it if we worked on the ceiling and the 

windows because they are both caving in and cracking.

She leaves and does not come back for the rest of the week we are there working. Our group 

leader says that she is probably embarrassed by the entire situation. He does not attempt to 

contact her.

--------------

A few statistics of Lincoln County, West Virginia between 2009 and 2013:

1. Percent of persons age 25+ that have earned a bachelor’s degree or higher: 8.2%.

2. Per-capita income: $18,458.

3. Percent of citizens living under poverty level: 27.3%.

--------------

“Take a picture of me and tell me that I look pretty. Take a picture of me and I will try not to 

cry.”—Probably what West Virginia would say if it had a voice. Maybe.

--------------

A single mother working three jobs to support the five children her husband has left in the 

dust. She leaves them at her parent’s house while she is at work and picks them up after to tuck 

them in and say goodnight. Some nights, she is not home until early morning and the children 

have to stay at her parents’ house overnight. When she arrives—straight from a third shift job—

to pick her children up in the morning, she is too tired to wake them and get them for the day; 

she lets her parents do it. Most days she does not have the time nor the money to eat because 

she would rather work and save the money to feed the mouths at home than satisfy her own 

hunger. She is a worn-down trailer sitting in the middle of a humid forest in the West Virginian 

mountains. She is proud to be standing through the storm.

This story is not real and is not unique; variations of this are a reality for hundreds of men 

and women across America. This is an example of how we pull ourselves up by our bootstraps. 

This is Hooverism. This is getting by on something or nothing at all.
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Time: 9:19 PM

Driver: Mihai

Car: Honda Fit 

Total Fare: $8.60

“What ethnicity are you?” 

I am asked this after telling Mihai my destination, followed by a solid five minutes of silence. 

He is driving me home and I notice it’s a bit peculiar that my Uber driver is driving with one 

hand on the wheel and one arm around the passenger’s seat headrest, as though he was in a 

convertible in the sixties and taking his Ford Mustang for a spin around the town on a Saturday 

night.

But it is a Tuesday and it is a not the sixties. If it were the sixties I would probably be 

hitchhiking because that’s the only reason I would be in a stranger’s car. Instead it is 2015, and I  

summoned a stranger to me for a ride through my iPhone.  

“You’re actually the third Uber driver who has asked me that question.” 

“Oh, really?”

My most recent rides with Uber drivers involved asking this question, trying to pinpoint the 

dark-featured girl with uncharacteristic porcelain skin. My WASP mother and my Sephardic 

father put me in a category of people difficult to define, ethnicity-wise. “…My dad’s family fled to 

Turkey, Bulgaria, and Romania after the Spanish Inquisition, so that’s where I get my dark hair, I 

guess.” 

“Oh! I’m from Romania!” 

“I was going to ask. What part? I would love to go to the capital some day.” 

Mihai tells me he is from some small village outside of Bucharest. He moved to Chicago 

eleven years ago. Mihai has an accent, but he is 100% comprehensible, which impresses me 

especially after he tells me when he moved to Chicago he didn’t know any English other than 

“yes” and “no.” He doesn’t miss Romania. “Well, maybe I miss the people, but even so when I 

talk to my family there, they are so negative. It’s only bad things.”

“Was it difficult to leave?”

“Well, yes. Change is difficult.”

His comment triggers a memory for me. 

I am in Nice, France in June. My mother and I are finishing a vacation in Provence. From 

our hotel, right near the French Riviera, we can see tar smoke engulfing the sky. Taxi drivers 

Need a Ride?

Sophie
Amado
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refuse to work for the day and they burn tar as a public display of displeasure. The next day 

when we have to go to the airport, there are no taxi drivers around. The streets are filled with 

summer tourists walking with their luggage looking for a way to get to their flight. I am scared. 

My mom and I have to walk a mile to the bus stop, which was luckily the first stop on the route. 

All the tourists cram in and the bus driver keeps driving to the airport, not stopping for any other 

desperate-looking pedestrian standing next to a large suitcase and waving a hand in the air to get 

the driver’s attention. The bus is at full capacity. Apprehension surrounds the city as the roads 

are empty of cars, yet filled with disconcerted people looking for a way to get around. The bus 

driver lets us off a stop before the airport where everyone now must walk along a path towards 

the terminals because even the bus drivers are afraid that if they go to the airport, the taxi drivers 

will assault. The airport itself is a mess, with hundreds of delayed flights. Who knew that a 

simple form of transportation could create an infrastructural disaster?

People resist change. 

I ask Mihai if he had been to other parts of the States. “I’ve been to Miami, which is a 

phenomenal city. It’s like being in another country, but with American amenities. And Toledo, 

Ohio. That’s it.” 

“Why Toledo?” I ask, thinking this wasn’t exactly a top U.S. destination. 

“My wife studied there for a year. I went to visit her once. It was a ghost town!” 

“Why?”

“I don’t know, but I’m talking as a guy from a small village in Romania, and Toledo surprised 

me as being extra, extra quiet.”

I want to ask Mihai about his wife’s studies, about his two children, if they all live in 

Chicago now or if he ever wanted to plan another trip to Romania. But he drops me off on the 

corner of Clark and Fullerton, and I leave the car intrigued by his story. He gives me a five star 

passenger rating on his phone, which I see as I exit his vehicle. I do the same. 

 

Time: 12:11 AM

Driver: Mustafa

Car: Toyota Prius V

Total Fare: $6.21

“I hate Chicago,” Mustafa tells me while driving me home from a night shift at work. 

I bite my lip to refrain myself from an angry response, “Oh . . . that’s too bad.” 

“It’s crowded and loud and the parking is terrible.”

I can’t argue with him on this last point. 

Mustafa is from South Africa. He goes on a rant, telling me that he used to be a fisherman in 

Alaska and he was able to pay for his three sisters to come to America. They live in Minneapolis. 

He sends them money every month. He wants to move to Des Moines. “Parking there will be 

much better. You know, I work hard. I work on boat to buy car. This is a nice car. This is my car. 
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Why would I keep driving in a city where I have the risk of my car in snow?” 

I think about my own ancestors. My mom’s family, who left the Netherlands in the 1700’s 

to come to America, a land that was completely unknown to them. They hopped on a boat with 

direction, yet there was so little known about the landscape awaiting their arrival. Then, how my 

father’s ancestors left Eastern Europe in a similar way, going through Ellis Island for a “better 

life.” Some of my Uber drivers, like Mustafa, are from different countries, and I wonder about 

their journeys here. I wonder if they resent me as an American-born woman. I wonder if they are 

glad they came here at all. 

While I’m lost in this train of thought, Mustafa continues talking quickly as his speed limit 

increases. We are dodging cars and speeding down Lincoln Avenue. “In Des Moines, the city is 

cheap. I can keep my car clean and neat and make money and park.”

“Sure, Des Moines is a great city.” 

“Iowa is possibility,” he said. Then he drops me off.  

At home, I realize I never talk to taxi drivers the way I talk to Uber drivers. For some reason, 

Uber drivers are approachable. I see their name, their license plate and their picture all before 

entering their car. When I enter, I am not going into a cooperation space, like a yellow taxi with 

its dreadful fare-displaying calculators that determines the cost of the ride, or a plastic barrier 

separating the driver from the passenger. Taxis have an air of professionalism about them, and 

when I’m in one it always seems that the drivers would rather speak when spoken to and not the 

other way around. 

Time: 6:55 PM

Driver: Yalemzewed

Car: Honda CR-V

Total Fare: $6.72

This is only the second female Uber driver to take me where I want to go. We don’t say 

anything except a couple hellos and I give her my address. I feel safe with her. She drives 

smoothly, skillfully, as though tires were always meant to soar over concrete. I try pronouncing 

her name in my head. I think about how my best friend in high school, wanted a Honda CR-V 

more than a dress for prom. I am on my way to the Green Mill for their poetry slam. I wonder if 

Yalemzewed has ever gone to a poetry reading. 

Before living in downtown Chicago, I rarely took Ubers or taxis, but the profession 

interested me. As a teenager, before Uber existed, I thought about the benefits of being a taxi 

driver. Before I could drive, I decided that being a cab driver represented freedom. Not only 

would I get to drive around a city all day and get to know a place like the back of my hand, but I 

would also talk to people and never see those people again. I think about the etiquette between 

drivers and passengers. 

I think about how this space makes me think of all these things at once. 

“Is the corner fine?” Yalemzewed asks, and I snap out of my train of thought. 
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“Oh, yeah. Thank you.” 

Yalemzewed drops me off. 

Time: 9:20 PM 

Driver: Glenn

Car: Honda Insight Hybrid

Fare: $18.29

“So, I don’t really get it. Like, in Boston, people from outside of the city can say they’re from 

Boston with no problem. Here, everyone’s all up in arms if you’re from Naperville and say you’re 

from Chicago.” 

“Yeah, people get pretty defensive.”

Glenn with two n’s asks me about the best food in Chicago. He’s new to the area, but loves 

the city. He does not love deep dish pizza. “It’s overrated anyway,” I say. “Our thin crust is great 

though. Much better than other parts of the country. It’s cut differently than on the East Coast.” 

“Wait, how?”

“Like, it’s cut in squares instead of triangles.” 

I tell him to go to Greek Town for saganaki because they light the  cheese on fire in front of 

you. It’s as much of a spectacle as it is delicious.

After a pause, I ask, “Do you like being an Uber driver?”  

“Yeah, it definitely has its perks. Some people hate it.” 

I tell Glenn that Uber is going to be a Blockbuster/Netflix situation. Before Netflix, people 

could only go to a Blockbuster store to rent movies. There were  annoying charges involved if the 

movie was returned late. Netflix came along and delivered films to homes through the mail, and 

then their live-stream Internet service started, changing the lifestyle of the home movie-watcher 

forever. Blockbusters don’t exist anymore. 

“But people hated Blockbuster once too. They replaced independent video stores. Someone 

is always going to be left unhappy.” 

Time: 11:50 PM

Driver: Charles

Car: Honda Accord

Total Fare: $6.36

Charles used to own a limousine company. He says it was a good way to make money back 

in the day. He says limos are easy to drive. “I never got to ride a 100-footer. Now that would have 

been a different story.” I tell him I didn’t realize that limos of that size existed and that the largest 

vehicle I ever tried driving was a 15-foot maxi van. “And that was difficult enough because you 

have a ton of blind spots.” 
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We continue talking. About driving. About bikers, since one nearly hits his car in transit. I 

joke with him that I read a meme online that said, “When you’re a driver, you hate pedestrians. 

When you’re a pedestrian, you hate drivers. But everyone hates bikers.” 

“They do whatever they want, don’t they?” Charles replies. He is an elderly African 

American man. I keep picturing him having lots of grandchildren. I wonder if he will ever retire, 

or if he keeps working to support those imaginary grandkids, or maybe he just loves driving. My 

grandfather loved driving, so maybe I am really just one of the imaginary grandchildren. Before I 

can ask, he drops me off. 

Ubers aren’t necessarily better than taxis. Likewise, taxis aren’t necessarily better than 

Ubers. But I’ve never had a conversation like that with a taxi driver before. It must be an 

approachability thing. It must be a flow in the times. 

Uber makes me think of the constant. Few things stay the same and now we’re reaping the 

benefits of smartphones that can call a car to almost any location at any time. It makes me think 

things that aren’t anymore, like Blockbuster and floppy disks. Like pre-YouTube culture and 

vinyl records. Like cassette tapes and boom boxes. Like corded telephones that didn’t allow you 

to know who was calling on the other end. Like razor flip phones and Polaroid cameras. The 

tangible and visible poignancies of change.
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meg Caldwell

There were three wise men, and usually three people in the car when I dream I drive it off the

road into the ditch full of his yellow flowers.

3 is a magic number. There was that song when we were young, and it was about the numbers 

and 3 was magic because it meant you were in a family I guess? I guess when three became

lucky it meant rabbits would fall out of hats, like bones into a bucket, I never understood it.

27 is divisible by 3, and it might not count but I figure I’ve already had a midlife crisis. Amy 

Winehouse was one of the only celebrity deaths I cried over. I cried over Rachel Sherwood a poet 

taken so young. A white lighter they burn so bright sometimes we go out early how does someone 

comfort themselves over grief for a woman they didn’t even know? Why do I feel so

ashamed to cry over women that were just like him?

When I was little we had 3 guinea pigs: Waffles and Henry and Tex. Tex was mine and his fur 

went every which way. I used to follow him around on the floor and I don’t remember what

happened to the pigs, I assume death.

A genie gives out 3 wishes, I rub the side of the bottle, the liquor is gone, you can still smell it on 

my breath, and is it a waste to wish for you every time? They tell me you’re not Lazarus, they say 

you have to stay crucified. But I can’t make myself wish for the pain to stop, I can’t wish to

make it stop.

My dad has 3 brothers, but now he only has two, and I didn’t know much about the fourth one 

other then he was my father’s best friend, and a writer. My dad has shown me how not to be a 

father at the same time showing me how. Brother 4 died in a car accident and twenty-four years

later I learn that he was gay.

I am a part of 3 daughters. Two baby girls followed me. Both are beautiful. Both are strong, and 

brave. In my family we all come in 3s. My sisters and I are the only girls. Everyone else had

boys. That means nothing. One in 3 women are raped. I would rather have it be me than them.

Meals: If you eat alone you are never full. I used to only eat once a day by myself mostly so no 

one could watch me. If I eat alone will I really be empty? What if I’m staring at mirror when I’m

eating by myself?

He descended into Hell, on the the third day he rose and ascended into Heaven, I imagined your 

ashes, like magnets pulling each other together and knocking on my apartment door.

everything good happens in threes//

Meg
Caldwell
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Poetry

The dead are only famous on the outside

You will not cease to be aware; you’ll simply cease to live.

In granite slums, in linoleum prisons, in yards of shattered asphalt.

The bluest eye spits rotten fruit from

Her rubber hips, and down below

A young woman stands bereft,

Chastised for her stubborn hips, her blood borne lilt

Exotic hustle.

Exhaust wilted wings. 

She will cease to live be she will not cease to be.

Spread now,

From one astral compartment to the next.

An asexual virus.

And in dreams you will find good company.

So be it.

The cross of oxidized iron

You bare light as air, but

tetnas is heavy like the blood of broken capillaries

Levees bursting.

Dry yourself on the leaves.

A Letter From Mgmt.

Joshua 
Virtue
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saKu egon evon

HVOROST

— a small, pan-fried, braided pastry; usually eaten with powdered sugar or honey

“zolotareva”

bristles against my 

lips like propolis

filling hollows in 

teeth

dusted white—

brushwood 

braided veins

belching 

amber wax

glistening 

saccharine

cavities home to 

honey bees

sleeping until 

the first flower

blooms

HVOROST

Saku 
Egon Evon
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FiCtion

Sometimes it is hard to breathe. I say that with sincerity. Sometimes I have to wait for more 

than fifteen minutes to meet with my dermatologist to discuss the mole on my back. That’s 

terrifying. What am I supposed to do while I wait? Look at a magazine? Most of the magazines 

in the dermatologist’s office are about babies. How to baby-proof things. How to breast-feed. How 

to get your vagina back to the way it used to be. The other magazines are about marriage. I hate 

things that are white because they are always getting dirty. Some of the magazines are about 

building homes and I’m not a goddamn construction worker. I don’t even like the smell of wood. 

I mostly just look at the clock while I’m waiting, but as I’m watching it I’m afraid that it 

might stop moving. That time might stop moving. Not that the batteries had run out. Someone 

says, Oh it seems the clock has stopped, and they instantly think, Now where did I put those AA 

batteries? But what they should be thinking is how they will deal with the skin they’re in. How 

they will deal with their face, their hair, the rolls in their tummies for the rest of forever. 

I’ve spoken to many therapists. I’m not as fragile as I appear. Sometimes it is just hard to 

breathe. 

Her name was Gloria and she was probably the tallest woman I had ever met, which 

frightened me because I wasn’t sure how tall the tallest woman in the world was, and if this 

woman was taller than that woman then I may have a giant on my hands, and giants are known 

to eat people. And I hate the insides of mouths. She also had a very large mole on her cheek and 

it reminded me of the mole on my back, and perhaps her mole connected us in some way and we 

were always meant to be together. 

This is when I decided to do what I had initially intended to do. I hired her to fix my toilet. 

She was a plumber at one of the two very competitive plumbing places in town. I offered her a 

Dixie cup of water when she arrived, but she declined and asked where the bathroom was. I told 

her I didn’t think it smart to use the toilet because it was broken. She said she knew that; she was 

here to fix it. Ah right, I replied. 

I led her into the bathroom. She had to crouch below the doorjambs as she was too tall. 

Once we were both standing next to the toilet, she flushed it and then she said, It appears there is 

nothing wrong with your toilet, ma’am. I said, Yes, I know there is nothing wrong with my toilet. 

She said, Then why did you call in to have it fixed? I said, I was feeling lonely and I sang the 

alphabet in my head while I drank a cup of water and I stopped drinking when I got to the letter 

P so I looked up the contacts I had listed in my planner for the letter P and your company was the 

only one listed. She said, That sounds like a personal problem ma’am. I can’t help you with any of 

that. 

This Is How These Stories Go

Chelsea
Harris
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But she could. She could help me. She just didn’t know it yet.

Gloria has been strapped to my guest bed for forty-two days now. How I got her there isn’t 

important but I’m sure you’re interested, so I’ll tell you. On her way out of my bathroom, I hit her 

over the head with the portrait of a bird telling a joke to a cat that I had on the bathroom wall. 

She fell, unconscious, and I bound her wrists and ankles and covered her mouth. I felt bad for 

Gloria, I really did, but I needed her, and after some time she would come to love me and realize 

that she needed me too. 

She was very heavy, that Gloria, due to her tallness I assume, and it was quite difficult 

dragging her into the guest bedroom and then lifting her onto the guest bed. But eventually, after 

quite the effort, I got her up there. Gloria is still a guest. We do not love each other yet and until 

we do she will stay in the guest bedroom. It is only proper. 

I noticed that after a short time living with Gloria all of my anxieties began to slowly fade 

away. I felt that it had something to do with our matching moles. Perhaps, when united they 

gave us strength to overcome the things we feared. I thought about this most when I made our 

meals, when I became less impatient for them to finish cooking. I no longer thought about how I 

might die on an empty stomach, and instead began thinking about how I would feed her that day. 

Would I chew up her food first and then spit it into her mouth? Would I feed her or would I let 

Gloria feed herself? The possibilities were exciting and I found that I didn’t have time to worry 

about other things as much, only about her. 

After some time, Gloria grew restless. She complained of bed sores. Said her arms and legs 

had gone numb. She was tired of using a bedpan. I told her it would all be over soon, once she 

could prove her love to me. She told me I was out of my mind. That she hated me. At times she 

would even try to spit at me. I had a hard time punishing her. It didn’t come as naturally as I 

hoped it would as I’d never really punished anyone before. 

There were people out looking for Gloria. Not a lot of people, but a few. They came to my 

house once. Told me that I was where she was last headed before she disappeared. I said that 

she came and fixed my toilet and then she left. I asked them if they wanted to come inside. They 

looked me up and down and said that it was alright, that they were sorry to have bothered me. I 

told them to contact me again if need be and they nodded. After some time, the search dwindled 

and her story didn’t appear on the news as much. 

I became so wrapped up in this story I had created that I began to forget about the things 

that used to worry me. I stopped thinking about how if I bathed the water might wash my skin 

clean off. That my memories were bundled up in some kind of package in my mind, and if I 

thought about the wrong thing the whole bundle would go up in flames. About how if I fell 

into the couch perhaps I would fall into some other universe. That every time I stand up there’s 

a possibility I may fall down again and that while I’m down on the floor someone could look 

through my window and see me and they would laugh and then that person would use that 

image of me helpless on the floor every time they felt upset, every time something went wrong. 

They would use it to cheer themselves up. 

Chelsea harris
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She had a grandmother whom she had been looking after but that grandmother died while 

Gloria was in my care. I told Gloria, and she sobbed and sobbed and she screamed out, You 

fucking cunt! and when I tried to hold her I could feel her body rejecting me. 

I told her that when someone loves you and you love them you can lean on each other. I 

played her romantic comedies to help her understand. Nothing worked. I knew I needed to be 

strong for Gloria, I needed to show her that I could take care of her. I just wanted Gloria to love 

me. 

It was the middle of July when I thought I had finally convinced her. I had been marking 

her progress in percentages on a calendar in the kitchen everyday for the last two months. She 

was improving. She rejected me less. She began to let me touch her. She would close her eyes and 

breathe very slowly, in and out, her lips scrunched into an o, and after I was done she would open 

them and give me the thinnest, smallest, most genuine smile. I felt that she might be ready. 

That morning I went into her room, which was still dark, and walked to the windows and 

opened the shades wide. The room was the smallest in the house, with just a bed, a nightstand 

and a rocking chair in the corner. I never had guests, so I didn’t find it important to furnish 

the room properly. Above the bed hung a portrait of a banana adjusting a radio dial. I always 

pictured him listening to classical music; he just had that kind of face. 

Gloria was still asleep. I pulled the rocking chair to the side of the bed and sat down. I put 

my face close to hers and I blew air against her nose. Her eyes opened. They were like the coin 

slots on a vending machine. I said, Good morning Gloria, and I lifted her head and held it there. 

Her breath was strong and her teeth were coated in thick swabs of mossy sludge. She hadn’t 

brushed her teeth since she’d been here. It was too messy to do in bed. 

She said, quietly, Good morning. I said, I think today is the day. At this, her eyes opened 

wider. They were tiny glossy marbles. 

I began removing her straps. Once her arms were undone, she sat up, stretching them out. 

She had a hard time lifting them at first, and she flinched as she pulled them into her chest. 

She ran her hands along the insides of her arms and fingered the sores. Then she moved her 

hands across her breasts, lingering on her nipples, like she couldn’t believe they were hers. I had 

undressed her, partly because of the sores and partly because I had never seen another woman’s 

body so up close. 

She said, Why? I said, Because you love me; I can feel it in your bones. 

I unstrapped her legs and I told her she should take a shower. That she would find an 

assortment of shampoos and conditioners in the bathroom that I thought would compliment her 

figure nicely. I told her that I would wash her clothes and that, if she wanted, she could borrow 

something of mine instead. 

Gloria began crying. She said, I’m free! I can’t believe it, I’m free! I said, Yes, because you 

love me. You do love me? She nodded her head yes and I felt all my blood bubble up and all my 

organs began dancing and I felt like my head might pop right off of my body. She used her arms 

to lift her legs out of the bed. She struggled to stand and used the bedpost to hoist herself up. I 

asked her if she wanted my help and she snapped, No! Once she was up she ran to the bathroom 
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as quickly as she could, her body moving like Jell-O across the hardwood. 

I looked at the indentation of her body in the mattress, knelt my head down to it, and 

breathed her in For the first time in a very long time, I realized that I could breathe, that I had no 

trouble, that it was coming naturally and my head was clear and my anxieties were gone and that 

the mole on my back was pulsing in rhythm with hers. 

I went to the bathroom to perhaps join her in the shower and, after knocking a few times 

with no reply, opened the door to find that she was not in there. The shower was dry and 

everything was as I had left it. She had never been in there at all. 

I ran down the stairs screaming out, Gloria! Gloria! Gloria! She was not in the family room; 

she was not in the den; she was not in the dining room, and in the kitchen, by the door, where I 

had left them all those months earlier, her shoes were gone. I flung open the door and rushed out, 

scanning the yard, peering in the car windows. I looked down the street and she was nowhere in 

sight. My Gloria, she was gone. 

I sat down on the front step and I said to myself, This is how these stories go. I ran my hand 

along my shoulder and pressed my fingers into the mole on my back. I could no longer feel her. I 

thought maybe she had gone out to the store to surprise me. Perhaps she wanted to get me flowers 

or chocolates or do whatever it is lovers do when they love someone and want to thank them for 

being who they are, for sacrificing, for existing. 

But she never came back. I never saw Gloria again up close. I never had another chance 

to touch the mole on her cheek. I wasn’t expecting to, really. People hurt people all the time. I 

learned that if someone truly loves you they’ll come back, and if they don’t, they won’t. It’s all 

pretty simple. Believing it is what’s hard. 

Later in life I had the mole removed and I asked to keep it. I put it in a vile and attached it 

to a chain and hung it around my neck. I wanted to be able to take it on and off. I wanted to be 

free of it but also have the choice to be trapped by it, because, I learned from all that time spent 

worrying, from doing all that time for my mistakes, from Gloria, that’s what life is all about.
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February 24

I wish today was a cherry jolly rancher,

peach tranquility tea,

warm belly,

bundled in covers up to my ears

all day type

of day

but it is not.

I do not like the little, swirling,

white, and freezing attack squad

launching at my face

they are smacks of fury at my cheeks

I hold my hand up

but now I can barely see

and I have to work

and I don’t like this.

*

The wind is

whistling, howling,

calling

my eyes are

protective,

persistent,

pestering ninjas

Che’la
McClain

Poetry
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and I almost ran into this guy before he looked up

and I have french fries.

It’s break time

and I’m listening

to the guy I used to fuck

and the guy who

raped me have a conversation

about vacationing together

while I’m in the corner

stuffing my mouth with Walgreens brand Italian

sub

and I think more than once during the

night about how angry he’d be with me

if I told

and I’m

numb I

think

How do I know if I’m numb?

I’ve been alone with him more than once

I’m not breaking down

I should be

Che’la mCClain
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Poetry

Tina
Weingroff

under a sharpie painted roof with a body to my 

left right front back 

i gaze

two boys dont face the crowd

they are in plaid underwear and i am in love

they sing about beer and sleeping bags and i am 14 years old

i am 14 and i am smoking something in some van with some boy

he is 18 19 20 and i am stroking spitting struggling

i am 15 and the only thing that feels good is headphones

rhythm is good but rhythm does not mean i am worth it

the only time i feel worth it is when he hits the back of my throat with his—

and when i let him touch my—

because i am making someone happy so i am a good person

i am 16 and a hand is under my skirt which is on a church bench and then

he holds my hair in-between his finger tips and presses me low while he drives

but i got to an Ithaca basement and i got to the front row

and i fell in love with two boys again 

i am 17 and a boy is pulling me and pressing against me

even though i am already squished in this middle row

he feels scarier than everyone else and he has the car keys

and i am sick to my stomach but the pressure from the speakers 

makes this bearable—

should i have to bear this?

i am 18 and i am in love with a dumbstruck slap-sticked balding boy and i don’t cry in front of 

him when he enters me without my permission because 

he loves me and he wrote a song about me 

how could i not love a boy who writes a song for me?

I’m twelve feet deep

I’m not what I have done.

PG-13
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You.

Me.

that’s how you start all your poems and thats how I intend to finish it.

Me with a list of crass words and a knife

You with a case of craft beers and a small dick.

I saw your roommate tonight

and last week

Coffee shop trauma with cigarette lungs

that’s a line you would use 

as you write about the ex-girlfriend who will never love you again.

I just lay there while you can’t figure out exactly where to put it in

I let you search with a sensitive touch because I honestly don’t care

sex has never been good here

I just come for the hanging plants and good lighting

I thought I wanted my aesthetic to be tattooed-on-a-bike

but I can’t ride a bike

and I don’t have any tattoos

so I’ll “stick to my guns”

and let “god be the only one who can judge me”

You can keep writing your shitty breakup poems.

Me? I’ll be figuring that out without you.

When You See Someone You’ve Slept With When 
You’re Walking to Class Should You Say Hi?

tina weingroFF
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It’s late in the night, or maybe early in the morning. The lines get a bit blurry, but the sun 

isn’t up regardless. I say, “Andy, I don’t know a single goddamn thing. I think I’m getting sick,” 

and I cough a little because I really am getting sick. 

Andy knows that I don’t mean the cough though. She says, “You’re fine, same as the rest of 

us,” then thinks a moment and adds, “like pines lined up in a forest.”

“I pine for that,” I laugh. 

Andy knows me too well to indulge my bad jokes anymore, but she knows that I need it 

tonight, or this morning, so I get to hear her laugh. There are few people in the world like her, 

people who turn the lights on with a smile, people who burn away the fog with a gentle sigh.

“I do, I really do,” I say. “I want that so much. I think more than I’m even sure of. All lined 

up. I’d like to be a sycamore or something.” 

Outside, there are leaves on the sidewalk, skittering past whenever a truck rambles on to an 

early morning construction site somewhere. They’ve been doing a lot of construction in town this 

summer. Soon, I won’t recognize the place.

I watch the leaves jump around for a moment. They’re all cracked and dried brown, not 

romantic russet or gold. 

“Actually, maybe I’d rather be a spruce.”

I spend a lot of my time in diners. The coffee is always terrible but warm; it makes my 

stomach uneasy but I hardly notice that anymore. The counters stick with spilt syrup that gets 

all over your forearms and makes the hairs cling together if you’re not paying attention. The bus 

boys clatter and the waitresses chirp and everyone will leave you alone if it looks like that’s what 

you want.

You can press your fingers against the pulse of every conversation that happens just before 

sunrise and find the heart not beating, but waltzing. Water tastes like velvet, air breathes like silk. 

If I could only live for a few moments every day, it would be these ones, where everything seems 

simple and clean. This is the only time of day I ever get to see anyone, when they’re not fully 

awake and I’m almost ready to fall asleep. I used to like watching the sunrise.

The last quarters clatter on the last tiled surface in the last twenty percent tip. I wish I didn’t 

have to pay in change, but it winds up happening a lot. 

The waitress calls out, “Have a nice day, you two,” and I notice how long we’ve been there. 

The sun’s up now. I wonder if the waitress thinks we’re a couple.

 

Andy closes the door of her Toyota and buckles up. I lean over and place my hands on the 

Not Beating, Waltzing

Luke
Schwartz
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roof so I’m looking at her through the open window. 

“Thanks for coming to see me,” I tell her. 

She shrugs and tells me to take care of myself. “Everything will be okay. It always works 

itself out you know,” she says. She has always known how to comfort me. “Nothing is permanent, 

everything changes.”

“I know,” I say, “I know.” She puts her key in the ignition and I step away a bit. “Was that 

Buddha?”

“I don’t know, I think it was just me,” she says.

She looks up at me. Her eyes are the darkest shade of brown you’ll ever see. You can see your 

reflection in them. 

I say something just to look away,“Do you think I’ll get a chance to see you, sometime soon?”

She purses her lips and looks around her car like she expects to find something. “Oh, I don’t 

know. I think there’s going to be a party of some sort on Friday, but I can’t remember. I’ll call you 

later today and tell you about it, if you want.”

“Okay,” I say.

“Yeah, I’m not really sure about it, but I’m sure you can come.”

“Glad to be included,” I say.

She says goodbye and pulls out of the parking lot, crunching the gravel. I love that sound, 

the tires over gravel. Always have.

As tired as I am, I know if I head home I’m just going to wind up staring at the ceiling, so I 

walk down to the lake.

We have a small park where there’s a single swing set and a basketball court that’s missing 

nets so every perfect shot sails through like a ghost on the water. There’s a trail into a wooded 

area and a little bridge going over a stream, where it empties into the lake. A lot of the local 

kids sit under the bridge and get high after school or on weekends, but early in the morning it’s 

actually really pretty, other than the cigarette butts.

When I get there today though there’s this kid, maybe sixteen or seventeen, passed out 

with his feet in the stream. When I first see him I figure he’s dead, but after a minute or two of 

watching him I notice that his chest keeps rising and falling. I watch him sleeping like that for a 

little while, the leaves rustling far above my head as the wind lets me know that summer’s run out 

of energy.

I wonder what class this kid is skipping, if it’s something important and if he’s making a 

mistake by not going. I realize that I can’t remember what time school used to start.

The wind feels good on my face, and the sun is still a pale morning gold. Looking around, 

I think that I might like to set myself up under one of these trees and sleep too. It’s almost a 

miracle. I’ve been so scared of sleeping recently and I don’t know why.

“Can I help you?”

I realize that I must have been standing here for a long time and that the kid has woken 

up. He’s leaning on his elbows, his feet still in the stream. I don’t answer right away and he asks 

again. 

luKe sChwartz
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“Hey man....” trying to sound tough but letting a little bit of fear get into his voice. 

I guess I would be afraid of a guy watching me sleep too.

“Sorry,” I mumble. 

I don’t really know what you say in this situation. I think about telling him to get to class, 

but that would have pissed me off when I was his age so I don’t say it. He keeps looking at me so 

I apologize again and back away. I can feel his eyes on the back of my head as I walk back down 

the trail. He calls out something that I don’t hear. I just keep moving.

I come in through the back because I know it’s unlocked for me. I’ve been staying with 

my friend Derek while I try to find a job. He’s usually gone before I get back in, and all things 

considered the town really isn’t as prone to break-ins as it was a decade ago, so he leaves the door 

open for me. I would be fine with a doggy door.

The screen door creaks and the dog comes to bark at me. I usually love dogs, but I have my 

exceptions. I hate this dog. I hate his yapping. I hate how small he is and how he gets under my 

feet and makes me trip. He has black eyes.

Derek calls from the other room, “Rare to see you up this early.”  

The TV’s on, playing some political show. I’m not sure what time it is, but it’s definitely too 

early for that much yelling.

“I actually haven’t slept yet,” I say. “I was getting breakfast.”

“By yourself?”

“No,” I say. I hesitate for a moment, then add, “With Andy.”

“You still see her?”

I realize that I never asked Andy how she was the whole time we were at the diner, and I 

probably should have. I just talked about myself and my imaginary problems. I don’t realize how 

terrible of a friend I can be sometimes.

When I walk into the living room I find Derek sitting on the couch, his long legs swinging 

over the arm. Derek’s the tallest person I’ve ever met. He has to duck going through most 

doorways. He gets his work pants tailored. He’s wearing sweatpants now and an old T-shirt from 

when we played together on the high school basketball team. I was a forward. He was the star 

center.

“You’re not going to work?” I ask him.

“Nope,” he says without offering any kind of explanation. “You’re still seeing Andy?”

Now it’s my turn to say nothing.

Derek’s dog trots over, toenails clattering on the wooden floors, and jumps onto the couch 

with his owner. He shakes a bit and a bunch of hair flies off of him. I sit down on the floor, my 

back against the wall. On screen, someone cares too much about welfare.

“I think he’s going bald,” Andy says. “He’s been losing a lot of hair recently.”

He scratches his dog’s ears for a little while, and I don’t make a sound except for the 

coughing every now and then. I like the idea of that dog going bald. He deserves it. A couple of 

birds chirp through the open window.

After a while Derek asks me, “What’re you up to later?”

FiCtion
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A large truck rumbles by outside, probably heading to yet another construction site, or 

coming home from one. Probably building a condo, or some new bar.

“Waiting for a phone call.”

I get nervous talking on the phone. When I can’t see someone’s face I start imagining that 

they don’t care what I’m saying and are just pretending or something. So I don’t really want Andy 

to call me. And I don’t want to go to a party. I never do.

Andy’s my friend now, but a while back we were together. We cared about each other. 

When we broke up there were no arguments, or fighting, or feelings hurt. We realized that it 

wasn’t working for all of the little reasons that things never work. I think it would have been 

better if we had gotten angry and said things we shouldn’t have, but I don’t know.

Now we don’t get together as often. We have an expiration date. We’re wilting. Our 

conversations are simmering down into a mirky broth. Soon enough we’ll stop talking altogether. 

We’ll bump into each other somewhere and say we should get together, but it will never happen. 

I know that part of it is because I’m letting this happen, and I could do something about it, but 

still. Shouldn’t I be fighting? If I cared about her once shouldn’t I try to keep her?

I play piano for a little while. I’m not great at it, but it makes me feel better. Every B-flat 

resonates with the house, and the rafters dance along a bit. If no one is listening I will just play a 

B-flat over and over again, adding on notes and taking them away but always going back to where 

everything hums together. If you asked me to play in a different key I wouldn’t know what to do.

After a while Derek comes in. He ducks through the doorway and asks if I need anything.

“Are you going to the store?”

“I’m putting together something special for dinner. I want to try out a recipe.”

“What’s the occasion?”

“I’m hungry. Are you going to be around for it?”

“I don’t know,” I say. “I don’t have anywhere to go I guess.”

Derek looks at me. It’s like having a mountain stare down from above. 

“I mean are you going to be awake?”

I don’t want to answer. I cough. I play a chord on the piano softly and try to think, but there’s 

not really a lot going on in my head. I want to give him something, but there just isn’t anything 

there.

“You need to get some sleep,” he says. “At some point your body isn’t going to let you do this.”

I nod because it’s all I can do. I don’t make eye contact.

“You need to get a job or something, and I’m not just saying that because I’d like to see some 

rent. I would, but that doesn’t matter. If you’re working, maybe that will help,” Derek says. “You 

could use the change.”

“Give me something to wake up for?”

“If that’s what you need.”

“Do you think that’s what I need?”

“Do you?”

luKe sChwartz
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I’m making myself a sandwich out of a few odds and ends from the fridge, uncooked 

spinach, some black beans, a handful of shredded cheese, when the dog starts barking from 

outside. I put the sandwich down and half of the beans fall out the side. One of them even 

squeezes between my fucking toes.

Half hopping, wiping my foot off with my hand and opening up the sliding door with the 

other, I call out the dog’s name a few times. I hear nails on the kitchen tile behind me and turn 

around to see the little balding dog. He looks at me quizzically. I scan the yard but there aren’t 

any dogs I can see, not even through the chain-link fences down the block. Our neighbor has a 

German shepard but his bark isn’t anything like the yapping sounds I thought I heard.

I look back and the little dog and ask him, “Did you hear barking?” and he tilts his head a bit 

to the side. I call him an asshole because that’s what he is, and he trots back out of the kitchen.

 

I have a folder on my computer where I keep Craigslist ads and job offerings that I find on 

the web. Most of them are for basic things, like janitors or shop clerks, but there are a few that 

would actually be interesting. There’s a position for a bouncer at this concert venue three towns 

over. And there’s one that says no experience required, and actually pays a lot too, but it involves 

driving a truck and I don’t trust myself behind the wheel sometimes. My vision swims and I 

think I’ve seen things that aren’t there. Really I should just be a janitor. They work opposite 

shifts with the rest of the world, waking up to clean up the messes while everyone else sleeps. 

Well, some of them anyway.

I haven’t applied to any of these jobs. I should, but I just haven’t. Some are no longer 

available. I’m always surprised when I have money. I can never remember where I got it.

Today I do the same thing I do every time I open my computer. I look at the folder for a 

moment, then tell myself I’ll get to it in a little while and open up the Internet or whatever it was 

that made me pull my computer out in the first place.

I watch the first episode of the new HBO series off of some mostly illegal website with a 

Russian domain name. It’s not a particularly sad show, but I start crying during it anyway. I’m 

surprised by that.

When the sound of the garage door closing wakes me up I realize that I’ve been sleeping. 

The dog is curled up on the couch next to me and I have to move my leg at an odd angle to avoid 

bothering him. My computer is still playing the show, but it’s on the start of the third episode now 

so I figure I’ve been asleep for a little over an hour. I lean my head back against the couch and 

try to remember if I had any dreams, but I didn’t. I don’t feel rested at all. It’s as if I just stopped 

existing for that hour.

There’s a missed call from Andy on my phone.

I help Derek with the bags. He’s got a ton of food and it takes a few trips. The fridge is 

mostly full, except for the stuff he sets aside that he’ll cook later tonight. I tell him that I started 

watching that show and he tells me it only gets good around the fourth episode. We talk for a 
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little while about the characters and then, catching me off guard, he says, “Are you on drugs?”

“No,” I tell him. “Do you think I am?”

“Your eyes are bright red,” he says, “like you’ve been smoking something. And it’s not my 

place to judge, but I know you don’t sleep. You can’t just pretend like you do. Are you losing 

weight?” He grabs my arm and I pull away. I cough a little bit. “You’re getting skinny.”

“I’m not on drugs.” 

I keep coughing. I can’t stop. My throat hurts and I keep coughing.

“Don’t fuck with meth. It’s fucking dangerous.”

“I’m not doing meth! Why the fuck would I be doing meth?”

He doesn’t know what to say to me and I don’t know what to say to him. He goes back to 

unpacking the food and I lean against the cabinets, unsure as to whether or not I should just leave 

the room.

Eventually he says to me, “There are a lot of people who care about you, and as hard as it can 

be putting up with you sometimes, we do it. I’m sure Andy cares about you if she’s still spending 

time with you.”

I ask myself how long that will last.

He pulls out peppers and places them on the chopping block. He grabs an onion and puts it 

there too. He pulls a knife out of the drawer and starts chopping them into little pieces. I cough, 

again and again, hoarse, from deep in my chest where my lungs shake.

“I just want to make sure you’re okay,” Derek says.

“I think I’m getting sick.”

“With what?”

I think back to what Andy said, about the trees. Once a tree starts growing it doesn’t move. 

It has everything set and decided, everything stable. Trees don’t grow apart. They don’t have to 

figure out anything. Their leaves fall off but they still stand there.

“I don’t know,” I say. “I’ll live.”

luKe sChwartz
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Memory is a place where

Truth is a rare commodity

 i.

The barber shucked the broomstick augerous,

stirred a fretful heap to the wastebin:

my hair, and the old man’s, just gone.

He was friendly. He made jokes.

I would like to be cremated, I think. I tip lousy. Later

my friend says, Nice haircut.

 ii.

Into blankspace, dreaming,

in the skintight airtight timerelease halo,

from plunder of city, of skyline unmerciful,

liberated.

I say no; I turn away; I float off.

No cops busting my chops         up here.

 iii.

Drinking Buddy: “Exit of exits! Road of roads! The new world, and our salvation!”

Therapist: “Well, you write, right?—so you ought to be at least a little depressed.”

Painter: “I don’t tell her much either; but you can’t tell a girl all your secrets.”

Drug Dealer: “Who wants to go upstairs and listen to some jazz?” 

“Das stimmt, sie müssen schlafen, aber, meine kleine Liebling, aber ich müss tanzen!”

Bad Love: “Dont be a stranger.”

 iv.

I want to sing with the geometry,

and hear the trees clap their hands to greet the sound, the tender charge.

The King is good. The King knows best.

Here he comes, get up! Here comes the best part—

The horns!

Come on!!! I think He’s coming!..

Edward
Patrick Huycke

Poetry

Listen to the Man:
 a self portrait
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 v.

Not really—I’m just looking for a good time.

Then morning climbs the other side of the window.

That crazy roll’s done run: so many ways to stay awake: knew exactly what to do with each other 

once the lights went out,

sauntered fully crotched at daybreak to wash my hands.

Just my face inside the mirror. In a few hours, 

highways.

 vi.

Hummed KC through,

rioted Stuttgart, timid in Seoul.

Yeah, I used to have a different name.

I am bored with places—I can say what I want

motherthankyouverymuch.

Bored with new    bored with next.

 vii. Qui destrus templum?

“Got the nails?”  I got the nails.   “And a hammer?”

Quit dragging ass and tie him down.

“No need; I’ve got him.”  His hand aint there yet. Pull harder.

“I know what I’m doing. Pin him already.”

What’s he saying?  “Some jewberish, ahehheh.”   Think it was father 

something…

He’s set. Lets get it up.  “Alright! Finished early. Hey, you have supper yet?”

 viii.

Thus the latitudes of reckless night

buckled,

and in hushed shards, are swept away.

Crumbling, like ringless stars, each bewildered tomorrow. 

I can show you life with a handful of nothing; 

I can show you death when it rains hard in April.

 ix.

See the boy—kissed

with blood and ink, running like mad upon the stair.

See the boy—little

hands testing the part of the stove that glows.

See the boy in his big sister’s clothes,

his heart like mad, reaching out his hand. Reaching. Wrought.

edward PatriCK huyCKe
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 x.

See the boy in his bedroom 

and all the teeny life dripping from his wrist.

See the checkered kitchen rag, see his mother hold it down,

blue and white and hurt all over. 

I made such a mess of my bedroom floor. 

Nobody knows what to say.

 xi.

Short hair. Long hair.

Brown hair. Grey hair.

A waiting wastebin: no hair.

All things are not well.

All manner of things are not well.

Useless. Useless.

Arlington, Richmond, Charlottesville, Sweet Briar, 2012 - 2013
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when my mama dies, she wants to be buried wrapped warmly inside of a single white sheet—like 

an afterbirth. she wants the sheet to start around her head, covering her halo of brown, thick 

hair, then continually wrapped in a clockwise motion around her body, down to her toes until 

she becomes a cocoon and nothing but the front of her face is visible— like Jesus in the manger. 

i have pictured this image and other images of her being gone untimely and harshly, way out of 

my control— me at her funeral making sure that no one laughs at my baby Jesus. i believe it will 

be sudden. all of it. her death, her funeral, how soon i will forget her. i would rather it be sudden. 

i do not want to watch her go over a period of time due to a sickness or a disease. due to cancer or 

alzheimer’s. due to her kindness. i don’t want to have to beg her to stay, because i will.

[i will plant bombs in the tombs of my soul and there will be no remains left if she leaves me here 

alone. she is my home]

about two years ago, we exchanged funeral preparations on a piece of notebook paper. this 

was after i got sick but didn’t die, and in an attempt to make me overlook the safety net that 

almost forgot to protect me, she suggested we plan out our death celebrations instead. i have 

since misplaced her copy of demands but i’ve memorized exactly what she wants; it isn’t very 

complicated, just unconventional. and maybe entertaining if i am able to get in touch 

with shirly ceasar.

my mama’s not afraid to die. at first i was, i used to be, some days i still am. but i am reminded 

that death doesn’t matter, it is uncontrollable; being separated from the body does not mean you 

are dead, or dying. being separated from your body just means you are moving on from a place 

that can no longer fulfill everything that you withhold on the inside.

two weeks after my first semester of college started, i got sick. for a week i could not move out 

of my bed without feeling that every intestine in my gut was being clipped piece by piece with 

scissors that just couldn’t get all the way through the first time, so it pricked and pricked until 

finally it separated them into finger puppets. i would just lie there in stillness for days. no appetite 

for food and only a couple sips of water each day. there would be no movement for minutes at a 

time, then, sporadically, the clipping and stabbing would occur until i was bent over backwards, 

biting my pillow so i wouldn’t curse and say God in the same sentence. after the third day of 

endurance, and threats from my mama, i finally went to a doctor who could not explain my 

symptoms. he was only sorry that i was in so much pain. they took blood and as the needle went 

into my veins, my body went cold.

The Cheapest Casket

Kendra allen

Kendra
Allen
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ice started to rise from my toes and still me in the moment. heat began to fire out of my ears, back 

down through my ribcage—these opposite sensations met in the middle of my torso before the 

collision caused sweat to fall down my face and my eyes to close shut. they could not explain this 

either. when i left the doctor’s office, i walked around downtown chicago lost, still nothing but 

a new girl to the city, looking for my dorm. i thought i was going to die on one of those backstreets.

at 1am that night, when i was back in my normal position, legs and arms spread out as far as my 

body could stretch in order to subdue the chaos that was inside of my chest, my doctor sent me an 

email with the results of my blood test. the email said that my blood

was on the verge of clotting around the lungs.

the levels are fatal, he said.

fatal, he said.

i was advised to go to an emergency room right away.

i went the next morning.

right away, i had to call my mama and tell her that her only child was about to die. i didn’t know 

how to do it without sounding scared. i was taught not to be scared. i didn’t want to sound scared; 

mama they said that i’m fatal i try not to kill her before she dies and that i have to go now. she said 

she would be there by morning.

she was telling me not to worry, that everyone was going to die.

in the emergency room, five doctors stood around my bedside, staring at, and touching my 

abdomen while my mama sat in the chair next to me, staring at them.

‘does it hurt when i touch here?’ one of them asked. from the opposite side, another man asked, 

‘what about here?

no. the pain is on the inside it is pain it is painful i can’t breathe.

‘we will go run some more tests, we do not think it’s cancer’ said another.

i did not think it was cancer it is not cancer it is a step up from childbirth i can’t sit straight i 

haven’t ate in four moons i’m beginning to see my spine, sir.

‘we will get you out of here soon’

[someone in my family is going to die soon] i thought. if it is me i am ok with it. soft crying. no 

pleading. only accepting that i was made to only exist for eighteen years. i began to think about 

babies and the ones that were soon to be birthed into my family. my cousin was nine months 

pregnant. it is said that when babies are born, someone dies. a life for a life. but then it is said, 

meaning what i’ve been told, that people die in threes. maybe it is months apart or weeks or years, 

but three. three deaths and we strike out for good. my family is not big enough for one person to 

stand alone.

my mama and i are always trying to figure out who: a distant cousin, someone closer. through 

process of elimination we try to figure out who it might be by who has done the most dirt, who 

has lived the longest life, but most times we conclude that we’d rather it be one of us instead of 

one of them. we race between one another. if i go and she stays, fine. if she goes and i stay…. i do 

nonFiCtion
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not know what will happen to me

‘if it is me…’ she always says

[as long as it’s not my mama] i always say

—

they come back, the doctors, together, again, touch me some more. they pretend to look at my 

chart with concern. the white walls have become paler since the last time they were in the room. 

my mama watches me watch them.

‘we couldn’t find anything wrong with you. if it doesn’t pass, come back and see us’

make something up then. stop twisting the knife it hurts i know that you can see something is not 

right but there is nothing wrong with me, they say i will not die i will just live through this blood 

dripping from my heart when you leave me here, mama.

there was a story that i was reading about a mother who thinks either/or. no explanation, just 

cut and dry. my mama is the exact same way. if she believes something then the contrary of her 

belief must be bad and you must not believe it because believing in the wrong things and in the 

wrong people is how you book a one-way to hell. but really, she is my only friend, i depend on 

our closeness. there is nothing or no one who knows that our problem is we spend too much time 

together. and that time only makes room for truth. no matter how strong my mama thinks she 

is, or how strong i know she can be, she cannot handle some truths, the bare ones, the ones that 

make her question what she is willing to stand for. when we left the emergency room, she took 

me to get some food, she made me eat pasta that i did not taste, it tasted like i was eating empty 

space. like i was chewing on my tongue so i wouldn’t say anything mean. we talked about what 

the doctors said, which was nothing. we talked about family back home and when she planned 

to go back. i made a comment that “they” get over on her—as in people we both know. i said it 

because i meant it. she shifted all the way in her seat.

she waves my comment off with her left hand, ‘i’m done talking to you’

‘what’

‘how they get over on me when i didn’t know’

‘well, getting over is the wrong word.  my bad.  they take advantage’

she silently picks at her food. there are certain people i can’t openly talk about with her. we can 

talk about her dying or me dying but we cannot talk about the lives we are living.

‘yeah’ she says, ‘everybody takes advantage. everybody’

‘oh, so you including me in everybody. that’s what you doing’ almost a question coming from me.

‘yeah, everybody’

i pay for our meals and we go home. i do not tell her that i would die for her without anyone 

asking me to.

i do not say anything on our bus ride back as i lay my head in her lap to cry from the pain she just 

added to my insides.

—
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when we exchanged funeral preparations, it was fun. we sat in my dorm room and i looked up at 

her from the floor as she sat on my bed the night before her flight home.  it was fun because of the 

major differences we had in the expectations of the people we will leave behind, mostly of one 

another. i still have to think about if i will actually wrap her in a sheet when she goes. it seems to 

be a constant whenever we talk about it. she wants to wear a sheet. i want to wear what i would 

wear to sleep, a t-shirt and baggy bottoms, since i would basically be taking a forever nap. she 

wants a eulogy preached by a pastor who shares her same values. i want everyone there to say 

something about me, preferably something true. she wants “heaven,” and i want “jesus walks.” 

“jesus walks” is a nonnegotiable and i expect her to make that happen. we begin to trade ideas. 

‘do not spend a lot of money on no casket. buy the cheapest one they got’  she always says there 

is no need to spend that much money on dead people. the body isn’t something that needs to be 

preserved.

‘so, a wooden box’

‘i guess. whichever one is cheapest,’ she reiterated, ‘and don’t let certain people come.’

for a long time i did not know that i wasn’t supposed to fear death.

in movies, that is the number one thing the characters try to avoid. they jump over buildings, 

slide under cars, anything to avoid the hit. death, in the bible, romanticizes its essence in a way 

that it seems almost revolutionary. in life, death is the one thing we cannot run away from.

my old pastor said that life after death is better than life on earth and i don’t know how he knows 

that when he hasn’t died yet. i have concerns: will i know the same people in heaven as i do on 

earth. will my heavenly family be the same as my earthly one. i have faith, although [mama, i 

don’t think i’m good enough to be able to meet you in heaven. i have too many secrets i have kept 

from you]

‘do you love the Lord?’ she always asks me

‘yes’

‘well you’ll be in heaven’

the scary part of dying, for me, is the how. the how is more important than the when. how will i 

die. when i was eight, i thought the best way to die was in your sleep. i was sure that was the way 

i wanted to go. easy. smooth. Uneventful. just die all on my own. now i know that the simplicity 

i’d hoped for wasn’t as profound as i had made it seem. things go in mysterious ways.

nobody talks about their own death but it is so close that i can see nothing besides it. death is my 

favorite subject and subconsciously, talking about things aloud, the results either tend to drift 

away or come to pass. i hope i am not speaking anything into existence about my existence. i do 

not want to drown, get buried alive, murdered, i do not want to be a victim. i heard that brain 

aneurisms are quick, but painful. pain doesn’t scare me though, not knowing does.

when my great grandmother died she was over the age of ninety, she was not wrapped in any 

white sheets, she didn’t even have an open casket, but it was expensive. and she was scared. she 
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didn’t remember our names anymore but she was scared for us to leave or live a life that she no 

longer could. i do not want to be scared when it is time for me to die. i think i saw my mama cry a 

small amount of tears at her funeral, then she got up and said her goodbyes. she said she’d do the 

same when i go but i don’t believe her. then she said most likely she will go first anyways so there 

would be no need.

when my mama dies, i am instructed to do everything i would do if she weren’t missing, which 

seems impossible. it has been over five years since someone in my family has passed. she thinks 

she is next. and everyday it feels as if we are closer to a visit. it is unthinkable, the thought.

when my mama dies, i will fulfill her wishes. i will wrap her in more than one white sheet so that 

i know her spirit is safe. i will remember those times i would come home on breaks, most nights 

sleeping in her bed. i will remember when she got up to go to work in the mornings how she 

would tuck me back in because i am/i was her husband.

[if you die while i’m here, mama, while i am in a land of buildings that hold each other up, please do 

not let me down, let me go first]

if i am still living inside the body while she’s outside of hers, help me.
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